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from the front cover . .

Multiple BISS 8c Multiple Group Winning

Ch Hylan Sho Tru Storm Bird
"Bud" started 1992 with a successful trip to New York:

*Winning BISS at the Lhasa Apso Club of Greater New York Specialty
*Winning Breed and Group III at the Westminster Kennel Club Show

Returning to California and
•Winnning BISS at the San Diego Lhasa Apso Club Specialty and
*Winning BISS at the Lhasa Apso Club of Northern California

He continued his winning ways to become:
*#1 Lhasa -All Breed

.#1 Lhasa-ALAC

Breeders: Midge Hylton & Pat Keen
Handler: Clay Cody

Owners: Lorraine D Shannon & Kathy Cook
2359 Alhambra St

Norco CA 91760-1109
We feed Science Diet
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BAYWATCH

cal0

-NOWA

ALAC SELECT CH BAYWATCH HARBOR PILOT (Seal)
(Ch Wyndwood's Born to Boogie X Ch Kinderland Ta Sen Ivory Lace)

Shown for the first time after a six month vacation "Seal" was awarded a Group II under Judge

Lamar Mathis at Brazos Valley Kennel Club on October 4th. Thank you Mr Mathis. Thanks also to

Breed judge Mrs Carolyn Herbel.

BAYWATCH
Owner/Handlers: Don & Margie Evans 2206 Carriage Run West Conroe TX 77384 409-321-4668

Seal swims great lenghs for Science Diet
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Special Note: New Ad Rates

Please check the chart to the right for new
ad rates In effect immediately.

Don't forget to put your name and the
dogs name on the back of the photograph
and include return postage.

Thanks,
The management.

BULLETIN Advertisers
Please take note:

When sending ads into the
Bulletin please include return
postage stamps.

Thank you,
The management

Please note: new deadlines
• •• •• •• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •• •• •• •
• •
• NEXT DEADLINE •
• Jan IQ for the FEB/MARCH BULLETIN •
• •• •• •• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •• •• •• •

Deadlines for future BULLETINS

March IQ
May .12
July 2Q
Sept IQ

April/May BULLETIN
June/July BULLETIN
Aug/Sept BULLETIN
Oct/Nov BULLETIN

Please try to make these deadline with your ads.

Any claims or statements of the writers or advertisers in this publication
represent their own opinions and are not necessarily those of the
editor of the BULLETIN or of the officers and Board of the American
Lhasa Apso Club Inc.

ADVERTISING RATES

FRONT PAGE (+ inside 1/2 page) $90.00
(In color front page) $240.00
BACK PAGE (+ inside 1/4 page) $60.00
(In color back page) *$160.00
FULL PAGE AD WITH ONE PHOTO
(includes one screen)
each additional photo on same page

$40.00

$ 5.00
(In color one photo only) '5150.00
FULL PAGE AD (NO PHOTO) $30.00
1/2 PAGE AD (NO PHOTO) $20.00
LITTER BASKET LISTING $ 5.00
BREEDER'S DIRECTORY (6 issues) $15.00
BUSINESS CARD 5.00
BUSINESS CARD (6 issues) $20.00

*Color covers ads depend on both front and back covers
running in color to give the price quoted. Inside color ad rates
depend on 2 ads running. If you are interested in either, please
let me know and I will try to coordinate the details

SEND YOUR ADVERTISING TO:
Susan S Giles

2373 Wheatland Drive
Manakin-Sabot VA 23103

LIKE TO CONTRIBUTE TO THE BULLETIN?
We would love to have articles of most any length, type and
subject from the membership. If you have something you have
written or you have seen somewhere else that you would like to
share with everyone please send it to the editor. Please be sure
to obtain permission to reprint from the author on any copywrited
materials before sending them to the BULLETIN.

The Lhasa Bulletin
Editor: Susan S Giles
Contributors: Esther DeFalcis, article typing

Marianne Nixon, ad layouts
Greg DuPont, ad layouts

LITTER BASKET FORM:

Kennel Name 

Name 

Address  

Phone  

Sire  

Dam 

Date Whelped   dogs _bitches

BREEDERS DIRECTORY FORM:

Kennel Name  

Name  

Address  
Crty,State2ip  

Phone

( ) PUPPIES ( ) GROWN DOGS

( ) STUD SERVICE
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Hu-Son 

WINNERS BITCH

NEW CHAMPION r
LICKING RIVER
KENNEL CLUB SHOW
PHOTOS BY AMA SON 

1992

Ch. Ja-Ma Ju-ell Bertha D'Blues
(Ch. Ja-Ma's A Little Night Music x Ch. Light Ups Golden Graffiti)

Belinda finished her championship under Judge Betty Dexter,

handled to perfection by Daryl Martin. A special thank you to

breeder Julie Elliot. A super breeding is planned to Ch.

Orlane Ja-Ma All The Rage. Serious inquiries invited.

Janet Whitman
9 Aspen Court
Pomona, NY 10970

914/362-3859 Beienda byes Science Dlet

Dolores Hutson
P.O. Box 260

Harrisville, WV 26362
204/643-2687



"Magic"

Krisna Magic Woir
(B)SS Ch. Charmar Krisna Kissin Bandit x BISS Ch. Stonelea Bangles)

Magic started the day of the Lhasa Apso Club of Northern California Specialty
by winning Best In Sweepstakes under Len Reppond. Many thanks!

Breeder/Owner Handled by:
Wendy Harper
Krisna Lhasa Apsos
320 Penn Way
Los Gatos, CA 95032

Co-Owned/Co-Bred by:
Donna Peterson

Co-Owned and Loved by:
Phyllis Hebrard
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"Magic"

Krisna Magic 9Veir
(BISS Ch. Charmer Krisna Kissin Bandit x BISS Ch. Stonelea Bangles)

Magic finished the day of the Specialty by going Best of Winners under

Breeder/Judge Don Evans for a 4-point major! Thanks so much for making

our day so special! We believe In Magic!!!

Breeder/Owner Handled by:
Wendy Harper
Krisna Lhasa Apsos
320 Penn Way
Los Gatos, CA 95032

Co-Owned/Co-Bred by
Donna Peterson

Co-Owned and Loved by:
Phyllis Hebrard
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Owner by:
Wendy Harper
KrJana Lhasa Apsos
320 Penn Way
Los Gatos, CA 95032

CENTRAL
MAINE
KENNEL
CLUB

Ch. Charmar

"Bandit"

Multiple BISS

rts. na issin' Bandit
(BISS Ch.Sho Tru Hylan Stetson x Hylan Sho Tru Anna Mation)

Thank you Michelle Billings for awarding Bandit Best of Breed at
the Central Maine KC show! Bandit is proud of his son "Eddie"

(Krisna Inside Edition) who won Best of Breed at the
Del Valley KC show under Dr. Jacklyn Hungerland.
Watch for Eddie and Bandit on the West Coast! Co-Owned/by:

Donna Peterson
Handled by:

Cindy Sehnert
Bred by:

Mary Jane & Charles Orrle & Pat KeenBandit inhales Science Diet!
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"Bandit"

Multiple BISS

Ch. CharmarTv' na issin' Bandit

Owner and loved by:
Wendy Harper
KrIsna Lhasa Apsos

(BISS Ch.Sho Tru Hylan Stetson x Hylan Sho Tru Anna Mation)

Here's Bandit winning BISS at the Lhasa Apso Club of
Westchester Specialty under Mrs. Bessie Pickens,
on his way to a Group IV under Kenneth Peterson.

Thanks so much for these prestigous wins!!

Bandit is back home in California!!!

Batxlit steals Scionce Diet!

Co-Owned/ by:
Donna Peterson

Handfed to perfection by:
Cindy Sehnert
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AN
"THEIR THREATENING TACTICS"

Gun Dog Magazine writer Joel M.

Vance, in the current issue, makes some

interesting observations about so-called animal

rights groups. He says keeping up with the

gourdheads is kind of fun in a perverse way.

For example, he cites the theory that you

can't call your dog a pet anymore. He is your

companion animal. And you don't own him -

that's a form of slavery.
He was disappointed to learn that a

prominent vet and vice-president of the

Humane Society of the United States thinks

calling an animal a pet is "reminiscent of men's

magazines that feature Pet of the Month" as a

centerfold. Vance says: "It's too bad he' s let

his animal rights agenda slop over into what he

knows best, which is the psychology of dogs and

people and how they interact."

The writer also strongly attacks the fact

that PETA had been listed as an agency eligible

for United Way funds. He points out that you

can, of course, specify the agencies toward

which you want and don't want your dollars to

go. But if you don't, it's divided equally among

the groups...and can include PETA.

(Editor's Note: This story has been

investigated by dog publications and agencies

and was found to be true to the extent that

legally it appeared to meet the guidelines.

However, all local United Way organizations

that have been contacted in cities across the

country report that PETA is not on the lists of

agencies to receive aid and will not be.)

Don Strand, a writer for Dog Watch,

still suggests you write your Congressmen and

tell them you question whether PETA qualifies

for 501(c)(3) tax status, that you think it is a

political advocacy group which does not meet

the requirements for listing on the Combined

Federal Campaign register of charities. Also,

tell them that to get a specific, audit-based

determination from the IRS as to the propriety

of PETA's 501(c)(3) status and ask them to put

PETA where you believe it belongs -- in a

political advocacy and fund-raising group

category.
Insist on an immediate acknowledgement

of your letter and a follow-up report on the

IRS investigation. Some Congressional

representatives, by their responses, have shown

their ignorance of or lack of concern for this

issue. It would be good to know who they are.

Reprint from the October, 1992 Atlanta Kennel

Club Digest.
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Shi-Rho - Orlane's Ebony Lace

BEST OF

WINNERS
NORTHERSTERN MO

CUJB
PRESE

SHOW

tR

1992 
tagetyitSEoPtir2),

Continuing in the Orlane tradition

Thank you Judge Charles R Thomasson II for

Wirmer's Bitch, Best of Winners, and Best of Opposite Sex.

and Judge Barbara Dempsey Alderman for Lacy's

Winners Bitch and Best of Opposite at
New River Valley.

Shirley Rhodes
9304 Taney Rd

Manassas VA 22110
703-335-8057

Lacey begs for Science Diet

9C~X~JONON,VX,VCJOONVONN,VX,MON4 eMG\terNONN.N.NONNV,V:O.SA>M3.,X,VOC.Vs
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Behind the Champions

CH MONARCH'S CADET JONES
Bred and Owned by Kristine Harrison

BIS BISS CH JOLEE'S SPIKE JONES
CH LAMOCS INDIANA JONES

CH LAMOCS HALLMARK O'FANCI
BISS GRW CH LAMOCS FRISCO JONES JOLEE

CH RUFFWAY MASHALA CHU ROM
CH JOLEE'S WINDANCER

CH TAUSMAN JOLEES MY DOROTHY
"Cadet"

BIS CH WINDSONG'S GUSTO OF INNSBROOK ROM
CH HALE AUI DRAGONSLAYER ROM

CH HALE ALII KYPONO
CH JOLEE'S GHOLD DIEH LOCKS

BIS CH ORLANE'S SPAN-KIEH CD ROM
CH JOLEE'S PHOEBE

Jolee's Zaney Janey ROM

CH BODNATH DFtAKCHA HILLARY
Bred by Echo J Rummel and Elaine King
Owned by Echo J Rummel

CH SAN JO'S SOSHOME
CH SAN JO'S SOSHOME UP

BIS CH SAN JO'S HUSSEL BUSSEL ROM
AM BER CH WELLINGTON'S COMEUPPENCE

CH PAN CHEN TONKA SONAN ROM
CH CHIZ ARI SHILOT ROM

Kinderland's Winnie of Chiz ROM
"Hillary"

Brackenbury Gartok
Brackenbury Tenzin

Brackenbury Megan
Bodnath Yangzom

ENG CH CAMVALE THE MOONSHINER
Saluq Partygirl

Saluq Showa Chuni

CH KINDERLAND TA SEN TIP 0' TH' ROCK
Bred & Owned by Susan S Giles and Ellen Lonigro

AM & ENG BIS CH ORLANE'S INTREPID ROM
CH KINDERLAND'S TA SEN DAKINI ROM*

Kinderland's Ta Sen Kangra
AM CAN CH ORLANE'S SCIROCCO ROM*"

BIS CH WINDSONG'S GUSTO OF INNSBROOK
Orlane's Brandy-Mine

CH ORLANE'S BRAN DYWYNE
"Tipster"

Misti Acres Sailor
BIS AM CAN CH MISTI'S PLAY IT AGAIN SAM ROW**

CH MISTI'S SHESA LADI
CH KINDERLAND TA SEN CANDY TUFT ROM*

CH KINDERLAND'S TA SEN DAKINI ROM*
Kinderland's Ta Sen Isis ROM*'

CH KINDERLAND'S CHOKS SENECA

CH DANBRE'S THE ENFORCER
Bred & Owned by Brenda White

AM & ENG BIS CH ORLANE'S INTREPID ROM
CH KINDERLAND'S TA SEN DAKINI ROM*

Kinderland's Ta Sen Kangra
AM CAN CH ORLANE'S SCIROCCO ROM***

BIS CH WINDSONG'S GUSTO OF INNSBROOK
Orlane's Brandy-Mine

CH ORLANE'S BRANDYWYNE
"Tucker"

CH ORLANE'S INVADER OF GEBEBA
CH ORLANE'S PRINCE OF CHRYSLAN

Orlane's Danielle
CH CHRYSLAN'S CALENDAR GIRL

Orlane's Diced Riced
Vir-Lyn's All That Glitters

Blue Dancer's Royal Envy

CH BODNATH JESSICA
Bred & Owned by Elaine King

CH LIKALA'S TYG-GER TU OF HYLAN
CH TAI CHI VOUVRAY

Chen Kris-Shena Nor
CH TALL OAKS JUS-FUR RUN ROM

CH EVERGLO EAGER BEAVER ROM
CH TALL OAKS SUNS-HORIZON

CH KYILEE CUN BA KAM ROM
"Jessica'

ENG CAN CH BELAZIETH'S MALCOLM
ENG CH BELAZIETH'S MALCOLM

Hardacre Gloria of Belazieth
Brackenbury Nanga (ptd)

ENG CH WYRLEY HERMES
ENG CH SARAYA OF BRACKENBURY

Brackenbury Sam Sara of Kayberta

CH PARADE'S AFTERGLOW
Bred by Ruth Flumerfelt
Owned by Michele Moffit

CH ORLANE'S INTREPID
Be! Air's I Am A Parade

CH BEL AIR'S KEE KEE DE
CH PARADE'S KISS OF FIRE

CH MIKADO'S TOBIAS OF APKU
Miss Sassy Sweet Sashay

Be! Air's Honeydew Mellon

CH ORLANE'S INTREPID
Be! Air's I Am A Parade

CH BEL AIR'S KEE KEE DE
Parade's All That Glitters

CH KY KEN'S BAD BOY
Ky-Ken's Made In USA

Dy-Ken's Giggles Galore

"Sabrina"

CH PARADE'S PLAYING HAVOC
Bred & Owned by Ruth Flumerfelt

CH BEL AIR'S EL TORO ROMEO
CH DONICIA'S CHIM ZU EL TORRO

Golden Rule Mel-O-Ne 0' Everglo
CH CAMEO'S KHOR-KE SAN 0' HONEYDEW

CH ORLANE'S BE SPARKY OF AL-MAR
Honeydew Krissie Ku

Pandan Ani Coci
"Havoc"

CH ORLANE'S BE SPARKY OF AL-MAR
CH MIKADO'S TOBIAS OF APKU

Tasha Gae Lady
Miss Sassy Sweet Sashay

CH CAMEO'S KHOR-KE SAN 0' HONEYDEW
Be! Air's Honeydew Mellon

Bel Air's Sinn-A-Mon

continued on page 62
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WILL WE BE THE LAST GENERATION
TO HAVE PETS?

We will be if animal rights organizations have their way. You and all

other dog and cat owners need to be aware of the difference between

animal rights versus animal welfare.

With this information, the next time an "animal interest" group asks

you for donations, you will know if you are promoting a value system

that puts animal rights ahead of your rights.

Animal Rights Groups

Believe that having a pet is slavery
to the animal. They want to eradi-
cate all pet ownership through
breeding bans on all dogs and cats,
cease all medical research and
testing on animals, prohibit animal
exhibitions such as zoos, circuses,
dog, cat, and horse shows, and ban
all use of animals as food (beef,
chicken, pork, etc.) or as clothing

(leather belts, shoes, wallets, etc.)

These groups include:

• People for the Ethical
Treatment of Animals
(PETA)

• Animal Liberation Front
(ALF)

Animal Welfare Groups

Want to reduce the number of
homeless animals and promote
humane treatment of animals, but
do so by encouraging responsible
pet ownership and public educa-
tion.

These groups include:

• American Kennel Club
(AKC) (919) 233-9767

• American Dog Owners
Association (ADOA)
(518) 477-8469

• Ga. Coalition of Dog Clubs
(404) 985-6769

PROTECT YOUR RIGHTS TO OWN AND LOVE A DOG OR CAT!!!

16
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Best in Show, Multiple Group Winning
Ch Rufkins Katas Front Page News

The Lhasa Bulletin

Front
Page
News

Page at Ballston Spa and placing in the Group all five days

Group II Saratoga KC • Group II South Adirondack KC
Group II Mohawk Valley KC • Group II Bennington KC

Group III Glen Falls KC
Owner
Mary Taillon

Breeders
D Stowe, S Giles & E Lonigro

Handler
Pat Martello
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ALAC REPORTS 

Dear ALAC Member:

By the time you receive this Bulletin, it may be year end.

Therefore, I'd like to wish all ALAC members a healthy

and happy 1993.

It's been "quiet" since my last message. I've only
received one or two pieces of correspondence from
the membership, so I am assuming that everyone is
content! The power of positive thinking.

I mentioned in my last message that I was considering
ways to shorten the Board meeting prior to our annual

meeting. I suggested that we eliminate participation
from the members attending. I have not heard any

comments, either positive or negative. Can I assume
that there are no objections?

We have tentatively scheduled a Board meeting forthe

Saturday or Sunday prior to the Westminster Kennel

Club in February 1993. If there are members interested

in attending, contact Amy Andrews or myself a couple

of weeks prior to the meeting for exact time and place.

As some of you may know, I am the Roster Chairperson.

I maintain all names, addresses and telephone num-

bers on my personal computer and then when labels

are requested, I forward a disc to either Susan Giles or

Amy Andrews to print the labels and forward to the

person requesting them. I've never been too successful

at printing them myself. At any rate, I want to explain a
problem I have with most changes. When we receive

them from the post office with your new address label

noted, it does not include a new telephone number. It

stands to reason, as they have no idea of what it is. I

would like to ask each and every member who moves,

to please take the time to forward a change of address

with your new telephone number. Otherwise, we are

going to have your correct address in the handbook,

but not a current telephone listing. Keeping the roster

up to date requires a lot of work and I'm asking the

membershipto please advise us of any changes. Thanks.

I received a letter addressed to the American Kennel

Club concerning the situation of Ruth Deck. It was sent

by one of our local specialty clubs. I was truly impressed

with the sincerity and thoroughness of the letter. I would

urge any member of ALAC who has known Ruth and

can offer any support to write to the American Kennel

Club, Attn: Mr. Paul R. Firling, Control #9203330. Ruth is a

past President of ALAC and a lifetime honorary mem-

ber. I understand that she has been ill and I personally

send her my regards for a speedy recovery. If anyone

has any questions, or would like additional information,

please give me a call.

Again, a Happy Holiday Season.

1 8 
Stephen G. C. Campbell, ALAC President

5•utudty Report

Judges for the 1993 Futurities will be as follows:

REGION 1 - Carmen Spears-

REGION 2- Janet Whitman -

REGION 3- Amy Andrews -

REGION 4 - Julie Elliot

In conjuntion with the
National Specialty
Cascade Lhasa Apso
Club
Greater Detroit Lhasa

Apso Club
Heart of America
Lhasa Apso Club with
the help of the new
Oklahoma Lhasa Club

1993 will be the first year ALAC will utilize the Candi-

dates Profile. The profile is basically a resume, limited t(
250 words or less, which will introduce the candidate

to the members and give them a brief history of
experience and areas of expertise. The profile folloWs

a guideline which will be published in the Bulletin, and

a copy of which will be sent to the candidates along

with their nomination acceptance form. Candidates

wishing to participate will send their profile back to the

club secretary along with their signed acceptance
form so it can be included with the ballot mailing.
Nominations from the floor will follow the same proce*

dure.
It is hoped that the use of the profile will be the fairest

and most equitable way for each candidate to get

qualifications, ideas, and abilities to the attention of

the membership.
Richard Camacho

Elizabeth Luck has been appointed breed coord

nator for a Lhasa Apso supplement to appear in

the New Zealand Kennel Gazette in April 1993.

If you are interested in being included the advel'

tising rates are as follows:
1/4 Page $ 94.40
1/2 Page $153.40
Full Page $264.80
2 Pages $431.00

Prices quoted in New Zealand dollars
Deadline January 30th, 1993

Mail to Mrs Elizabeth Luck
RD 21
Woodbury, Geraldine

South Canterbury 03.692.2883

Membership in NZKC is compulsory so it has a wide

readership. Photographs of any type and size can be

reproduced, however, unless the orginal has clear

contrasts, reproduction is not of a high quality. Cam-

era ready ads are about 25% less.
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Ch Monarch's Cadet Jones

(BISS GRW Ch Lamocs Frisco Jones Jolee X Ch Jolee's Ghold Dieh Locks)

Cadet
We are very proud of our first homebred champion! Cadet finished with 3

majors, including a Specially win.

Many thanks to all of the judges who awarded his quality.

Breeder/Owner/Handler
Monarch Lhasa Apsos 45 Meadow Lane

Kristine Harrison Dubuque IA 52001

Cadet loves his Science Diet 319-556-2675
19



se 0)0YOU HAVE A STUD DM?"
Part I

submitted by Amy Andrews

"Do you have a stud dog?" were the first words out

of the person's mouth as I answered the phone one

Sunday afternoon. How many times had I heard

that question asked and how many times have I had

to spend the next 30 to 60 minutes of my time
explaining why this person shouldn't be breeding

their beloved pet, part of the job of being a respon-

sible breeder I tell myself as I hang up, thoroughly

in disgust. Why must a stud owner be responsible

for giving advice on breeding (or not) a female?

The answer is simple: THE BREEDER HASN'T

DONE THEIR JOB! Why are so many females

being sold to total novices without limited registra-

tion AKC papers, four generation pedigrees and

other breed information? One would think all of

these puppies are sold by pet shops but that's

simply not the case. The last five stud inquiry calls

I've had have all been puppies from one litter,

located near my area, purchased from a well-

meaning woman who tells me she has a lovely bitch

that she only breeds to champion dogs. She has

had three litters in four years from this bitch, none

of them have been sold with a spay/neuter agree-

ment (in fact she didn't know what I was talking

about), she did not supply them with a pedigree,

sales contract, nutritional or training information nor

did she give them names or numbers where they

could get more information about their breed. She

told me she always found lovely homes for her

puppies and that she enjoyed having puppies and

thought that others should also have that pleasure.

She was totally unaware that there is a Standard of

Perfection for the breed and that deliveries some-

times result in C-sections. Although this breeder is

a definite part of the overpopulation problem, there

are four stud owners (remember they all owned

champions and are not novices) who are also

contributing to the problems facing the purebred

dog world today.
Why in the world would you offer your champion

stud dog to a person who wants puppies for the

pleasure of having puppies? That's a sure sign that

they need new living room furniture. Why would a

stud owner help someone like that create new

specimens of the breed when they don't even know

what they're breeding, haven't had the necessary

diagnostic testing done on their bitch (x-rays, eye

certification, etc.) or have a clue about the over-

population problems facing our nation. That doesn't

mean that no one should have a litter or that your

stud dog shouldn't be used in a breeding program.

It does mean, however, that you and your stud dog

could become the catalyst for many generations of

unplanned puppies. Every long-time dog fancier can

tell you horror stories about how some of their stock

has ended up in puppy mills living a horrible exist-
ence. This cycle is impossible to break without the

combined efforts of not only the breeder but the stud

owner. Take a minute to fairly evaluate the reasons

you're offering your dog at stud. Is he a superior

specimen of the breed with a pedigree to match?

Has he come through all diagnostic testing with flying

colors or are parts of his gene make-up a little

questionable? Many breeders finish male dogs only

to neuter them and place them in pet homes. I

applaud these people who enjoy their sport but keep

in mind that not all show dogs are breeding dogs. It

takes a lot of courage to admit that your favorite bed

dog is not the #1 stud of the country.
In other words, the few hundred dollars of income

generated by your stud fee could be the means by
which another pet shop or puppy mill is supplied with

adorable, cute, wiggly babies. People don't tell the

truth and learn the correct responses after talking to a

breeder or two. Make sure that the bitch owner

you're dealing with understands all the consequences

of having a litter--good and bad: that they require all

pets produced in the litter to be sold on spay/neuter

or AKC limited registrations; insist that you see the

litter before they are sold; offer them all the help and

guidance they will accept especially in the placement

of each of the puppies. Don't simply take your stud
fee and run, hoping that all turns out well. Feel and

act on your responsibility to the breed.

Next issue: How to manage your stud dog's career, health and

contractual agreements.

Region I Futurity - July 25, 1992
The Greater Lhasa Apso Club of the South was proud

to host this Futurity held in connection with the

Greenville Kennel Club Show. We wish to thank all the

exhibitors who entered and were proud of our large

entry of 24, and in the regular classes we had an entrY

of 55 Lhasas! Jan Bruton for Portland, OR, was

commended for the excellent job she did judging our

Futurity. How delighted we were that so many joined

us in our hospitality room for desert, punch, and jovial

conversation. Congratulations Hope-Full's Happy

Khamper, owned by Jeanne Hope, on winning Best

Puppy in Futurity, and to Pat Keen and Midge Hylton'

Hylan Sho Tru Snow Update who was our Best Adult

and Grand Futurity Winner! It was a sight to behold

seeing so many beautiful Lhasa in one place at one

time.
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The Bear's Den
Lhasas "TO ALL OUR FRIENDS"

THE HAPPIEST OF HOLIDAYS WITH LOVE, PEACE AND JOY
lb 

CH LIGHT
UP'S RED
ALERT
(REDDY)

CONGRATULATIONS FROM
PAPA BEAR ON BECOMING
NEW CHAMPIONS!

CH ROB-LIN'S MANDI PANDI BEAR

CH KNOLWOOD'S HOPE-FULL HALKU
CH JACOMO'S MACGYVER
CH HOPE-FULLS HAPPY DAIZE

CH TIKAL'S ELIZABETH

Barbara, Frank and All the Bears
1904 Beason

Bryan, TX 77801
409-775-8368
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The Bear's Den
Lhasas HAS A NEW STAR

JA-MA'S YOGI BEAR

(Ch Danrew Jo-Ma Red Prince X Ch Yuppies K(asi Sasi Kisi Bear)

Winners Dog and Best of Opposite at the Conroe KC Show

Winners Dog at the Austin KC Show

Winners Dog at the Fun-Tier KC of Greater Killeen

ALL FROM THE 6 TO 9 MONTH PUPPY CLASS"

Thank you, Judges Mr Rroger S Pritchard, Mr Edmund R Sledzik, Mrs Helen Lee James

Yogi sends Congratulations to Ja-Ma's Keep the Beat on his Major Win in Minnesota

Owners and Co-Breeders
Barbara and Frank Trujillo
1904 Beason
Bryan, TX 77801

Co-Owner and Breeder
Janet Whitman
9 Aspen Court
Pomona NY 10970
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The Bear's Den
Lhasas "CONGRATULATIONS"

CH TIKAL'S MISS CIN-A-MON BEAR

(B1SS Ch Jam's Apache VVarciancin. Bear X Ch Tikal Tara Huff's Tyrin)

Shown here going Winners Bitch and Best of Opposite for a major and her Champion
ship.

Thank you, Mr Edd Embry Bivin

To Debbie Greene who handled Cin-A-Mon with so much Love and Devotion and
 to Ney

who spoiled her so Expertly, 'A Very Special Thank You.

Cin-A-Mon is soon to be bred to her grandsire Ch Light Ups Red Alert
.

Congratulations, to Cin-A-Mon's littermates Ch Tikal's Bartholomew Bear 
on his AKC Championship and

Tikals Olivia on going Winners Bitch at the Tallahassee KC show.

Co-Owners and Co-Breeders

Barbara Trujillo Suzanne M Wright

1904 Beason • Bryan, TX 77801 1638 Anne Drive • Middleburg FL 32068
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ALAC NATIONAL SPECIALTY
1993 Schedule of Events

Hosted by the

National Capital Lhasa Apso Club, Inc

Tentative Schedule of Events

July 3 Saturday NCALAC Sweepstakes
Judge - Ms Ida Watts
NCALAC Regional Specialty
Judge - Mr Stephen G C Campbell

Junior Showmanship
Dog Classes

July 4 Sunday NCALAC Regional Specialty cont

Bitch Classes
Non-regular Classes
Intersex
Awards banquet, Games

July 5 Monday ALAC Obedience Trial
Judge-
ALAC Region I Futurity
Judge - Carmen Spears
Board Meeting

July 6 Tuesday ALAC National Specialty
Judge - Mrs Ann Rogers Clark
Junior Showmanship
All Dog Classes
Wine & Cheese Party
ALAC Annual Meeting

July 7 Wednesday ALAC National Specialty cont.
All Bitch Classes
All Non-regular Classes
Hall of Fame
Intersex
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Ch Bodnath Drakcha Hillary

(Ch Wellington's Comeuppence X Bodnath Yangzom)

BEST OF BRE
OR VARIET

MOUNT AINEE
KENNEL CLUB S
AIVERSCH ROOS

ilorY finished her championship with three 4 point majors and three Reserves to 4 point majo
rs (half of

u'l'ese were under breeder/judges). She was almost always "in the ribbons". Hillary, her sister Ch

t_s)(3chath Lhamo, and her littermate, group placing Ch Bodnath Drakcha Khampa, all finish
ed with

tra majors, earning their Mom ROM status, Thanks to all of the judges who appreciated this pretty

`'itch with the flashy movement. And a special thank you to Hillary for showing that cham
pion attitude

cit the age of six!
Breeder/Owner/Handler: 

Echo J Rummel
Drakcha Lhasa Apsos

45 Big Creek Road Dover PA 17315 717-266-7413

Co-Breeder 
Elaine King

Bodnath Lhasa Apsos
2105 Linden Lane Silver Spring MD 20910 301-585-3327

Our vet recommends Science Diet
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Membership
Application

THE AMERICAN LHASA APSO CLUB

NAME 

STREET  

CITY ,STATE ZIP 

PHONE 

OCCUPATION 

KENNEL NAME 
PLEASE PRINT CLEARLY

I hereby apply for membership and agree to abide bythe AMERICAN

LHASA APSO CLUB constitution and by-laws and the rules of the

American Kennel Club if accepted for membership. lam eighteen

years or older and in good standing with the American Kennel Club.

Signed

Recommended by the following two American Lhasa Apso Club

members.

2.
Yearly dues (July 1 to June 30)
Individual: $20
Family: $25 First two persons, additional members are $15 per

person. Members must be over 18. Outside the US please add $5

Make checks payable to The American Lhasa Apso Club, Inc.

Mail checks and application to:

JOYCE JOHANSON
126 Kurlene Drive
Macomb IL 61455

ALL SCIENCE DIET
ADVERTISERS

Hill's Pet Products rebates
are obtained by mailing a copy of

your ad to:

Rosalie West
Programs Administrator

PO Box 148
Topeka KS 66601

Mario Lhasa Apsos

Lynn Lowy
213/859-3930

4 \\.
PO Box 5284

Beverly Hills, California 90210

ft.‘kws.mt

0-8,04p "-Ai%

DOLORES G. HUTSON
P.O. Balt 260 404 New Vork Ave.

Harriavills, W.Va. 26362
(304) 643-2687

......
BARBO LHASA APSOS

•Teinperameat
•Somadoess11

•Typ•

BarbBarb & Bob Prenger
013) 739-8712

\ 1111
1littv(

‘Mk, ,lill) \

.ii

', v
)

8431 Timberline Dr.
Shelby Twp., MI. 48316 .....

MASM:5.:"AIRWM:MK:N. \`6, M.M.M0.1?,,gis:MV,Mr,"-'‘

s As: A•vm,wautaam\ku•x\\\

vi(41 PAWMARKS
740 COLORED ELASTIC

BANDS 

tgle
I.,

Debbie Burke
215-887-1770

317 Mill Road
Oreland PA 19075
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Kathy 04teAby
JACOMO LHASA APSO'S

jacomo Proudly Presents Our "Star"

Ch Jacomo's Mac Gyver
(Ch Light Up's Red Alert X Darno Black Satin of Jacomo)

"Guy" is shown finishing with a 5 point major at the GCKC of St Cloud under
d.1-idge Ed Haas. Thank you Mr Haas and all the Judges who saw the "Star" quali-
ties in him. Thank you especially to Randy for showing him the way and finishing
hi., in so quickly.
Guy" is very proud to be the 23rd Champion sired by "Reddy". Thank you, Frank
and Barbara and Thank you Norma for leting us love mama "Dolly".

"GUY" is owned/Bred by
sack & Monica (Kathy) Osterby
170 Golfview Apt A
Cal'Pentersville, IL 60110
708-551-1328

Mac Gyver escapes all perils for Science Diet

Handled and loved by
Randy Arand
PO Box 301

Iwoa City IA 52240
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Rittii43 1.14.ASAS

MOBILE
KENNEL CLUB

FALL 1992 0

COPR. PHOTO BY

PATTY SOSA

1u-He's Pao-Shii%p
(her rlzkrne t'fle/21I- S "JeWer)

Watch for our special girl of 'sparkling movement and attitude, with her new

handler, whose knowledge is legend. 'Bow-She' is a multiple Group Winner.

Thank you, Mrs Mildred Bryant.

Rufl, He,feher
2845 Green Ridge Rd
Roanoke VA 24019
703-562-1279

Thank you
Dr Robert D Smith &
Mrs Wilma Hunter

Group IV Agent
Jean Lade

Geneva FA 32732
407-349-9532
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Rit-UitA Li4.3163S Ruth M. Hatcher (703) 562-1279
2845 Green Ridge Rd., Roanoke, VA 24019

A repeat breeding of 'Bow-She', 'Angelpuss thanks Dr Harry Smith for
her second point on her first birthday!

We have puppies out of Ch Rh-Has Tien-Mi-Te Wu and Rhu-Ha's Rincen
Ter, sired by Am & Dom Ch Rhu-Has T'u-Chang Chih Lung, who also sired
these two very 'typey' girls.

RJh 1---34f.cher
2845 Green Ridge Rd
Roanoke VA 24019

703-562-1279
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OVERCOMING CAR
MOTORHOME) SICKNESS

Car sickness is a form of motion sickness that is

caused by excessive, uneven, rhythmic motion in a car.

Some doctors say this malady is caused by motion's

effect on the labyrinths of the inner ear, buy many other

factors can bring on motion sickness. In humans, car

sickness can be caused by smells and odors, physical

discomfort, unsanitary conditions, suggestion, and fear.

Fear has a decided effect on the dog. Psychosomatic

illnesses in dogs have been well documented in

veterinary literature. In severe cases, merely putting a

dog in a parked car will cause salivation. Car sickness

cannot always be cured by humans. This may be true

with some dogs; but we have never experienced it to be

so.
The initial manifestation of car sickness in dogs is

often an excessive amount of salivation. This is

often-but not always-followed by retching and vomiting.

The presence of food in the dog's stomach may increase

the likelihood of car sickness. Even with only the

discomfort of salivation, the dog's appearance would be

sickly. He would neither be ready for the show ring nor

a visit to Aunt Judy's.

Every ride for the dog should not end up with an

inoculation at the veterinarian's office or tedious plucking

at the grooming salon. These factors would certainly

increase the incidence of psychosomatic car sickness.

The standard method for combatting motion sickness

in humans is to give Dramamine before the onset of the

symptoms. Dramamine will cause extreme drowsiness

and is unsatisfactory as a cure for dogs. The show

fancier cannot arrive ready to enter his dogs in the ring

if they have been given this medication. It is equally

unsatisfactory for the average dog owner who wants to

make his dog a true part of the family and take him

along on outings.
The "sink or swim" method is not the best approach.

In this method, you would take the dog out driving until

the problem is cured. This is hard on the dog and on the

humans who have to clean up after him. The following

steps are designed to give dog owners with car sick dogs

a minimum amount of work. Some of the steps can be

followed when you are going out in the car anyway. If

your dog is responding well, you can skip some steps

and proceed more rapidly. It will depend upon how

severe the problem is. Proceed when your dog seems

blase with the present step.

HOW TO CURE CAR SICKNESS

1) Put your dog in your parked car. Praise him, pet

him, reassure him. Make him feel it's a party. Do not

start the motor. After a few minutes, take him for a

walk and then home. Do this twice a day for a few

days.
2) Take Fido out to dinner.. .that is, out of the house

and into your car. At his normal feeding time, put him

in the car and give him his chow. After a few tries,

leave the car and let him eat there along. Come back,

praise him and walk him as soon as he finishes eating.

If he won't eat with you gone, take your favorite

magazine (Lhasa Bulletin) and keep him company. Try

this for one week.
3) Now put Fido in the car, turn your engine on,

make sure the window is cracked so that he has air and

talk to him. Tell him "The Three Bears," shut off the

motor, and take him out. Always praise him for sitting

in the car.
4) Increase your warm up--motor on, car parked.

Tell him a longer story. Praise and go home.

5) Time for a spin. Proceed as above and go for a

very short ride. Talk to him reassure him, praise him

when you get home. Do this for a few days.

6) Now you can start to take Fido on your short

errands. When running out to the drugstore or for the

Sunday papers, take him for a ride. When you get to

your destination, take him with you. Tell him he's

terrific-and drive him home. If he begins to salivate

while you're driving, pull over and stop for a few

minutes. Then proceed. A nice walk before the trip

home will relax him and make it all worthwhile for him

as well. He'll look forward to the next journey.

7) Continue slowly until you can take him on longer

and longer trips.

FINAL TIPS

• Don't feed your dog before you work with him in the

car. Except when feeding him in the car, let him look

forward to dinner immediately after the lesson.

• Always leave the window open for enough fresh air

but NOT enough for him to jump out.

• As he progresses so that he can go for short runs, take

him whenever you can.. .on chores, for a short visit to

friends, for a fill-up at the gas station. Work his rides

into your normal routine whenever possible. Happy

motoring!
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EDREY DAMPO RIMPOCHE

TIMPO"

MATTAPON1
KENNEL
CLUB

(CH RHU-HAS HUO PO-TE KYI-MI ZOEY DMARPO MIN OF 
EDREY)

"RIMPO" is pictured going Winners dog under Mrs. Helen Lee James, at the 
Mattaponi

Kennel Club at only nime months old.

From the 6-9 month puppy class
WD, BOW - Beaufort KC - Mr John A Wood 9-11-92

WD - Charleston KC - Mr Bernard W Ziessow 9-12-92

Owned/Bred/Handled by
Edwin R Valle

9008 Old Hickory Ct Manassas VA 22110 703-369-7623
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CHAMPION PARADE

BEST
OF

WINNERS

ST. LOUIS
DOG BREEDER

SEPT ENtbf '44

MEYER PHOTO
BY RAY

CH TABU'S CL SIERRA OF EL TUT
SIRE: CH TAI CHI VOUVRAY DAM: TABUS CL CLASS N'SASS NOVEN

Sierra is a Mudder!

SHE MOVED THROUGH WATER & MUD TO WIN A 4 POINT MAJOR AND BECOME A CHAMPION.

THANK YOU DORA LEE WISON FOR BEST OF WINNERS!

OWNERS
MR & MRS MAX SPEARS
Box 758
CUNTON OK

BREEDERS: CAROLYN HERBEL & RITA JACKSON
BREEDER/OWNER/HANDLER: CAROLYN HERBEL

SIERRA UKES SCIENCE DIET

CO-OWNERS
MR & MRS NORMAN HERBEL

Rr 1 Box 50
PUTNAM OK 73659
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BREEDER-OWNER
NORMAN HERBEL
Rr 1 Box 50

WINNER PARADE

CH TABU'S CL SINGIN' THE BLUES
SIRE: CH TABUS MUSIC MAN DAM: TABUS VERY MUCH A LADY ROM'

THANK YOU ROBERT STURM FOR 4 POINTS AND BEST OF WINNERS.

BLUE UKES SCIENCE DIET

BREEDER/OWNER/ HANDLER
CAROLYNN HERBEL

PUTNAM OK 73659
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DOG BEHAVIOR

Dogs don't misbehave out of spite. An annoying or destructive habit may simply be normal or learned behavior till

your dog doesn't know is wrong.
Before you lose patience, try to understand why your dog is misbehaving. Then you can figure out a construct

way to change his actions. Enrolling your dog in a basic obedience course is one of the best ways to prevent bad hab0

It's also a good idea to talk to your veterinarian.

CHEWING

Dogs chew on things because they're teething, lonely, or bored.

Solutions:

or Give a teething puppy something to chew on, such as a twisted wet washcloth that's been in the freezer. The ri

will help numb his sore gums.
sr Provide plenty of sturdy chew toys.

sar Help your dog use up excess energy. Play or practice obedience commands with him daily.

war Don't confuse your dog by giving him an old shoe or sock to play with. He can't discriminate between his toy 0

other shoes and socks.

sir Say "NO!" and give your dog's collar a gentle but firm shake. Do this when you catch him chewing an object thl

is off-limits.
gr Don't reprimand your dog once the damage is done. A dog's memory is too short for him to know what made yo'

angry.
sr Make the forbidden object taste bad. Spray the object with a commercial aversion product or water mixed witb

harsh-tasting substance such as Tabasco or Listerine.

BEGGING

Dogs beg because they've learned they'll be fed or because they want to be included in the social

aspects of a meal. Dogs who beg may also have an inadequate diet, an irregular feeding schedule,

or a need for more attention.

Solutions:

Don't ever feed your dog from the table. In fact, don't even let him near the table while you eat. If you give 11

table food, feed it to him in his dish at his regular mealtime.

Make sure your dog's diet is nutritionally complete and balanced.

Keep your dog on a regular feeding schedule. From weaning to 6 months, feed him three times a day. From 61

12 months, feed him twice a day. By the time he's 1 year old, one meal a day will keep him well fed.
sz• Play with your dog. Begging may be his bid for more attention.
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. DEVON
DOG SHOW

ASSOCIATION

05"11:PCK

Even a windy day can't stop MARLON from breezing by to a 4 point Best of Winners..

Thank you Mrs Jean Lepley.

Loved , Owned & Handled by
Amy B Cross
124W 71st St
New York NY 10023
212-724-2688

C FC S S F4WS
&k,

webAdiii lab hilf abAk ab is"

411nr 411Wil 
TOW I. 

4pr :A • "bill
6

Home of Champion Lhasa Apsos
Marlon always shares his Science Diet
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DOG BEHAVIOR, Continued

BARKING OR HOWLING

Dogs use their voices to protect their territories, protest confinement, announce physical needs, or

relieve anxiety or boredom.

Solutions:

Make sure your dog can't see strange dogs and passerby. To prevent territorial barking, keep your dog away fro'

windows or behind a fence that he can't see through.
INF Check your dog's needs. Does he have the food, water, and shade or warmth that he requires?
sr Don't fuss over your dog before you go out of the house. Leave him alone for at least 15 minutes before YO

departure so he won't notice your absence as much.
INF Train your dog not to bark or howl. Try leaving him alone in a room for a short time. If he barks, go back in ag'

say "NO!" or shake him by the collar. Repeat the exercise until he's quiet; then reward him with praise and a trei
sr Exercise your dog every day; sometimes he's barking just to release pent-up energy.

▪ Say "NO!" when your dog barks. If he's on a leash, give it a quick, firm jerk. Praise him when he stops barkind

SOILING

Sometimes poorly trained dogs have accidents. But a well-trained dog's accidents may reflect a

change in the household, an irregular schedule, or illness.

Solutions

sr Don't scold your dog after the fact. He won't understand why you're angry.

Take your dog for a checkup. he may have a physical, dietary, or emotional problem.

▪ Retrain your dog. Feed him at the same time each day and walk him 30 minutes after he eats. If your dog is le!

than 2 years old, confine him to a crate or a small area with a dog gate whenever you're away for a few hours.

instinctual for dogs to seek a small den for safety. And they're less likely to soil an area they can't get away fro!

Be sure to leave fresh water and food and a rug or blanket in the bottom of the crate. Review your methods 10

the veterinarian.

FEARING PEOPLE

Some shy dogs are naturally timed, but some become fearful through abuse or neglect.

Solutions

NW Train your dog. It's instinctual for a dog to obey a dominate leader, even a human one. Establishing limits maV

him feel secure around strangers.
NW Ask your dog to sit and stay while an unfamiliar person sits quietly at a distance. Praise your pet for his calm.0

give him a treat. Gradually ask the stranger to move closer. Stop the session while the dog is still quiet and c0nt10

on another day.
▪ Don't shout at your dog.

▪ Avoid comforting your timid dog. Reassuring pats will only reward is anxious behavior.
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Ch Orlane's Scirocco ROM***

salutes those that finished in 1992

Ch Rufkins Just In Time
Breeder: Roberta Lombardi

Owner: Kathy Walcott

Ch Rufkins A Little Bit of Ragge
Breeder/Owner: Roberta Lombardi

Ch Danbre's The Enforcer
Breeder/Owner: Brenda White

Ch Rufkins I'm On My Way
Breeder: Roberta Lombardi
Owners: Roberta Lombardi, S Giles & E Lonigro

Ch Kinderland Ta Sen Roxanne
Breeder/Owners: Susan S Giles & Ellen Lonigro

Ch Kinderland Ta Sen Tip 0' Th Rock
Breeder/Owners: Susan S Giles & Ellen Loni ro

Kinderland Ta Sen
Susan S Giles and Ellen Lonigro • 2373 Wheatland Drive • Manakin-Sabot VA 23103 • 804-749-4912

We feed Science Diet
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DOG BEHAVIOR, Continued

BITING

Dogs snap because of a desire to be dominant or a genetic tendency to be aggressive. An injured

or nervous dog is also like to bit.

Solutions:

Check for an injury. Even a friendly dog will snap as a natural reflex if he's in pain.

• Avoid rough or teasing games.
sr Train your dog. A dog who obeys a range of commands will be less likely to bite out of fear.

Ir If you have a newborn puppy, start handling him when he's 2 weeks old. With a few minutes of gentle 
contact eig

day he'll get used to people.

▪ Don't keep your dog away from people. This only increases his anxiety around strangers.

CHASING CARS

Moving objects, such as cars, set off a dog's prey-chasing instinct.

Solutions:

or Leash or fence your dog.
Br Jerk his lease sharply and shout "NO!" every time he starts to chase a car.

Er Teach your dog to sit and stay.

FIGHTING

Dogs fight to establish their dominance or to protect their territory.

Solutions:

IV Fence or leash your dog.

▪ If a dog approaches with his teeth bared or back arched, move your dog away slowly.

▪ Don't get into the middle of a dogfight; you're likely to get bitten. Dump water on the dogs or cover their heads

a blanket or coat.

Happy
Holidays

Courtesy of Ralton Purina Cortj
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Ch Kinderland Ta Sen Tip 0 Th' Rock

L
BEST OF
WINNERS

LANGLEY
KENNEL CLUE

1092 KERNAN PHOTO
SY JEANNIE 0

"Tipster"

28rd Champion for Sire: Ch Oriane's Scirocco ROM"''

7th Champion for Dam: Ch Kinderland Ta Sen Candy Tuff ROM°

Judge: Robert Forsyth

Tipster was shown in the open class for the first time October 27th.

He finished his championship with 2 singles, three 4 point majors and one 3 point major on 
October 31st.

5 straight shows - that was fun.

Kinderland Ta Sen
Susan S Giles and Ellen Lonigro • 2373 Wheatland Drive • Manakin-Sabot VA 23103 • 804-749-4912

We feed Science Diet
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GYNIECCILOGEC/11 UHOOKLMEAO CaT ̀ ME 113111CH

by Darlene White, DVM

A wide variety of disorders involve the
reproductive tract of the female dog. Clinical
signs may or may not be evident depending on
the specific disorder and the extent to which the
problem has progressed. Although some gyne-
cological problems are relatively benign and can
be corrected easily, others are life-threatening.
The purpose of this article is to discuss specifically
gynecological disorders of the bitch, excluding
medical problems related to pregnancy, whelp-
ing or postpartum.

w:
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Ovarian Cysts (fluid filled sacs) are com-
monly found in older dogs. Most are small and
cause no clinical signs. They may be noted as an
incidental finding during an ovariohysterectomy.
During a physical examination, a large cyst may
be palpated within the abdomen. In such cases,
it is critical to differentiate the cyst from a tumor
or diseased kidney. If the cyst is functional (se-
creting hormones), hormone-induced changes in
the uterus can occur, resulting in an increased
incidence for the development of pyometra (a
pus-filled uterus) an ovariohysterectomy is ad-
vised for a bitch with cystic ovaries. Both ovaries
are removed during the spay procedure even if
only one is cystic.

Ovarian tumors in the dog are rare, ac-
counting for approximately 0,5 percent to 1,2
percent of all canine neoplasms, and for 6.25
percent of tumors in the intact bitch. In contrast,
each year ovarian cancer claims the lives of
about 11,000 women living in the U.S., and is the
leading cause of death in American women
resulting from a gynecologic malignancy. The
average age of the dog diagnosed with an
ovarian tumor is 8 years.

Symptoms vary depending on the type

and size of the ovarian tumor. Hormonal imbal-

ances may occur, resulting in vaginal bleeding.

Lethardy and depression may be present. Gas-
trointestinal disturbances may result if the tumor

causes pressure on the Intestinal tract. Clinical

signs may not be evident until the tumor has
Increased significantly in size.

In women, various factors are liked to the

cause of ovarian tumor development. The sup-

pression of ovulation which occurs during preg-
nancy and lactation and with the use of birth
control pills seems to have a significant prevento

tive effect. The presence of a carcinogen in the

peritoneal cavity (i.e., talcum powder use as p6
of perineal hygiene or asbestos exposure) has

also been suggested as a possible factor in
ovarian tumor formation in women.

Although the cause of ovarian tumors in

the bitch is not well understood, experimental

administration of DES (diethylstilbesterol) has
resulted in malignant ovarian adenocarcinorna
the dog. It is known that the Bulldog has a high
incidence of ovarian tumors of granulosa or
thecal cell origin.

A diagnosis of ovarian tumor is achieved

through abdominal palpation, abdominal radio'

graphs and ultrasound. Exploratory surgery Mai
be required to give a definitive diagnosis.

Ovariohysterectomy is the primary treat'
ment for ovarian tumors. Any involved surround'

ing tissues are removed as well. ChemotherapY,
and radiation therapy may be beneficial to treo

residual tumor following surgery.
Although the prognosis for benign ovaridr

tumors is excellent, the prognosis for malignant

ovarian tumors is often poor. A diagnosis often'.

not made until the tumor is advanced. Synnio"
toms are often vage and metastasis has fre-
quently occurred before treatment is initiated,
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Cystic endometrial hyperplasia is a con
tion in which the uterine tissue has a mraked
response to the effects of progesterone. The
initial progesterone stimulation may result fronl

elevated hormonal progesterone levels during
the estrous cycle or following the administrati00

of progesterone. The incidence of CEH increds
with age.

CEH results in a thickening of the endorhe

trium and the formation of mucus within the
uterus. Increased glandular secretions may res
In an accumulation of fluid or mucus in the
uterus, called hydrometra or mucometra. Both

uterine horns or only sections of the horns m0Y
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Ch Kinderland Ta Sen Rockefeler

'Feller'

Sire: Am Can Ch Orlane's Scirocco ROM"'

Dam: Ch Kinderland Ta Sen Tanterra

Judge: Don Evans

Northern California Lhasa Apso Specialty
Winners Dog

and Sweepstakes Best of Opposite

Kinderland Ta Sen
Susan S Giles and Ellen Lonigro • 2373 Wheatland Drive • Manakin-Sabot V

A 23103 • 804-749-4912

We feed Science Diet

t
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affected. Abdominal distention can result from
the increase in the size of the uterus, and a
mucoid vaginal dischargemay develop. Infertil-
ity can result, The uterus is more susceptible to
infection while under the effects of progester-
one; consequently, bacterial infections may
follow. Ovariohysterectomy is recommended.

Pyometra is a hormonally influenced
uterine disorder resulting from the interaction of
an abnormal endometrium and bacteria. A
pyometra is often preceded by CEH, which has
resulted in a thickened endometrium and and
accumulation of fluid and mucus within the
uterus. Bacteria may ascend into the uterus
from the vagina during estrus, contaminating
the mucus-filled uterus. Progesterone tends to
inhibit the ability of the uterus to resist infection.
The combination of these factors greatly predis-
poses the bitch to the development of
pyometra. Estrogens administered during estrus
or diestrus (in a mismate shot) increase the risk of
pyometra because they enhance the effects of
progesterone on the uterus.

Pyometra most commonly occurs in
bitches 8 to 10 years old; however, pyometra
may occur in bitches as young as 1 to 3 years if
exogenous estrogens have been administered.

Symptoms usually appear within 10 weeks

after a heat cycle. The symptoms may be non-
specific and include increased thirst, excessive
urination, nausea, vomiting and depression. If
the cervix is open, a blood-tinged or purulent
vaginal discharge occurs. If the cervix is closed,
a vaginal discharge will not occur, but the
abdomen distends due to the enlarged uterus,

The effects of pyometra are not limited to
the uterus. Chronic cases can result in bone
marrow depression and anemia. Kidney disease
and liver damage can also develop, Septice-
mia (blood poisoning) may ensue in bitches
severely affected with pyometritis.

A diagnosis may be achieved through
the bitch's history of a recent heat cycle or
mismate shot, clinical signs and an abnormal
white blood cell count. A normal, non-pregnant

uterus is not usually identifiable on an abdominal

radiograph or ultrasound; however, the en-
larged uterus associated with pyometra may be
recognized by radiography or ultrasonography.

Ovariohysterectomy is the treatment of

choice for pyometra, unless the reproductive
capability of the bitch is to be salvaged. Intra-
venous fluids and antibiotics may be required to
stabilize the bitch before surgery. Antibiotics are

continued for several days after surgery.

Medical therapy without surgery involves
the administration of prostaglandins, which cao

the uterus to contract and thereby expel the
uterine contents. Prostaglandins are not legally,

approved for use in the bitch (editor's emphasis

Although they have been used successfully in
some cases, their use at this time is experiment°

Patients not recommended for pros-
taglandin therapy include bitches older than 8
years, or those not intended for reproductive
purposes; severely III animals, because a clinical
response may not be apparent for 48 hours; arc
bitches with closed-cervix pyometra, because
the increased risk of uterine rupture or expulsion
of uterine contents into the abdomen. Pros-
taglandins should not be administered to preg.,
nant bitches because abortion may result. The(
use is also contraindicated in pregnant bitch ‘All
mummified fetuses because of the increased ns"
of tearing the uterine wally.

Antibiotics are used concurrently with
prostaglandin therapy and continued for sever°

days. The bitch must be monitored closely to
make certain that she is improving clinically, the

uterus is expelling its contents via a vaginal dis-

charge and the uterus is decreasing in size.
Precautions should be taken with bitches

that developed pyometra secondary to CEH or
were treated successfully with prostaglandins.
Dr. Donald Lien of Cornell University recommenc
those bitches be bred on the next heat cycle
following prostaglandin therapy, because
pyometra may recur in future non-pregnant
cycles. Vaginal cultures and antibiotic therapY
may be considered before the next breeding.
Artificial insemination and antibiotics may be
used in those bitches susceptible to post-coital

infections.
The incidence of uterine tumors in the ,

bitch is very low, accounting for only 0.4 percel

of all canine tumors. Benign tumors (including
leiomyomas) as well as malignant tumors
(leiomyosarcomas) do occur.
Ovariohysterectomy is the recommended tree'
ment, yielding a good prognosis for benign
tumors. Malignant uterine tumors have a more,

guarded prognosis due to the invasive nature°
the tumor and possibility of metastatic disease,

elsewhere in the body by the time a diagnosis

made.
(To be continued.) (Reprinted from the

August 1992 issue of Kennel News Healthline)
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Ch Kinderland Ta Sen Rockwell
.1.1.••.,

Judge W Everett Dean

"Rockwell"
Rocking the show circuit

Sire: Group Winning Am Can Ch Orlane's Scirocco ROM***

Dam: Ch Kinderland Ta Sen Candy Tuft ROM*

Kinderland Ta Sen
Susan S Giles & Ellen Lonigra • 2373 Wheatland Drive • Manakin

-Sabot VA 23103 • 804-749-4912

We Feed Science Diet
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Full Brothers I

Spirit

Ch Rufkins Kindred Spirit 1

Our snow white special for '93.
Multiple Group Placing in very limited showing, Champion producer. Ch Del Relli
Mo Sweet and Sassy (litter sister to this years ALAC National Winner Bitch) has
been breed to Spirit and a Christmas lifter of exciting babies is expected!

Bred, Owned, Conditioned & Handled by
Roberta & Nick Lombardi

Br
R(

, , ,11 A
All Rufkins Lhasas Conditioned with #1 All Systems rv, c
Care Products.
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S Different Litters

Rags

SiVagstA

KENNEL CLUB

vow MISSY mem

Ch Rufkins Uri Bit of Raggae
Waiting in the wings,

Multiple Breed Winner, Rags will be spot specialed while he grows up.

te,ci, Owned, Conditioned & Handled by
'`'oerta Lombardi

4d Ar,11 Rufkins Lhasas Conditioned with #1 Al! Systems Hair
`-clre Products.
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October 1980 - October 1992

Group Winning
Ch Fleeffire Hot Tam Alie

sire of:
Ch Fleeffire Time Runner

Ch Fleeffire Shiver Me Timbers'
Ch Fleeffire Fancy Dresser
Ch Fleeffire Ruby Tuesday

Fleetfire feeds Science Diet
Mary Schroeder Debby Rothman

303-973-3600 I 303-674-3297
8391 London Lane Conifer CO 80433
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his granddaughter

Ch Fleetfire Lots O'Luven Stuff

Luvie's championship
marked Fleeffire's 44th champion

Fleetfire feeds Science Diet

Mary Schroeder Debby Rothman

303-973-3600 303-674-3297

8391 London Lane Conifer CO 80433
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LOCAL CLUB NEWS....

C)

Greater Milwaukee Lhasa Apso Club
6th Specialty and Sweepstakes

March 6, 1993
State Fair Park
West Allis, WI

Judge: Desmond J Murphy
Sweepstakes Judge: Allen C Nicks

Entries: $17 regular classes
$7 Puppy and Sweeps

$10 Parade of Title Holders
Super: Moss Bow-Foley

NATIONAL CAPITAL AREA
LHASA APSO CLUB, INC

will host the 1993 National Specialty and
Region I Futurity
July 4th week

National Judge Mrs Ann Rogers Clark
Obedience Judge - to be announced

Futurity Judge - Carmen Spears
Regional Judge Stephen G C Campbell
Sweepstakes Judge Ida Watts (England)

Tot 7140tatteetot

2)eeizedt 4eostActe4
a o&tece ea

mot eetacteeeeut

Arzie 714.4.,

ne.,4 E.&

aa ate 1444 4 4eir

k(4eawe Vaal.

ASTARTE KENNELS
All Breed Handler

Randolph S. Arand
319-626-3094

PO Box 301

Iowa City, Iowa
52245

Kelly & Chris

Roper
Professional Dog Handling

419-7264)604
3384 Otto Street
Toledo, Ohio 43608

Quality Bred Shlhtzu
Ch. Studs - Exotic Birds

Fano Lhasa Apsos
Quality Puppiec

Chlthpinn Slud rt•rvi( -c

Lynn Barrett-

Van Rheenen

305 East First
Pella IA 50219
515-628-9040

KsOi:.\'&%E&M;%%; MMA‘,,,M.,\%•UM• •z;•'

suCE 114,

. •

c*.

z
jI

. I

• (303) 973-3600 • 1•••:.?' (303) 674-3291
•-•• Mary.Schroeder.••••.-t1•;•!?.':•:...!,••Debby Rothnikol

• 6391 London !pane • Cqnlier; CO 8043P:

i•:••• $'..
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GERMAN CHAMPION WORLD WINNER, BOB 1991

SHARIL HALLUCINATION

FOR CHERYL

SHARIL HULLUCINATION

CHERLYNN JOZWICK
sHARIL

SHOWN HERE IN OCTOBER 1992

LICOS DICHA LA
KAI-LA-SHA RUDI OITRU-TYME

EVERGLO AUTUM AMBER
AM CH SHARIL'S SEBASTIAN

ON-BA LHO-BHO OIJOYMARC
JOYMARC'S BONNIE BELLE

JOYMARC'S TONI Tu

AM CH EVERGLO SOMETHIN
AM CH KAI-LA-SHA SOMETHIN REGAL

EVERGLO AUTUM AMBER

KAI-LA-SHA WILLOW THE WISP
AM CH ON-BA-JO-BO

AM CH KAI-LA-SHA DOLMA
LICOS PECHEN LA

NOW RESIDING AND ENJOYING LIFE WITH

THE HOLZER FAMILY IN HANNOVER.

KERSTIN HANDRICH
FRIEDBERGSTR. 26
1000 BERLIN 30 GERMANY
TEL: 030/322 3956
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THE AMERICAN LHASA APSO CLUB

NOW SHIPPING!
1988-1990
CHAMPION-
C.D. YEARBOOK

ORDER

YOURS

TODAY!

CHAMPION - C.D. YEARBOOKS 

NOW SHIPPING !
THE LATEST EDITION !

THE AMERICAN LHASA APSO CLUB'S
1988-1990 CHAMPION - C.D. YEARBOOK

NAME_ 

Spiral Bound $25

ADDRESS 
(no post office box numbers, please)

STATE ZIP 

MAIL THE ABOVE FORM ALONG WITH CHECKS/MONEY ORDER PAYABLE TO ALAC TO:

MRS. DOT PRIMM RT 2 BOX 218, PARIS MO 97009
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Multiple Group Winner

Ch Oakwynd's After Dark
Th(Ch Orlane's e Shei ex Ch Orlane's Desert Moon)

Wait Until Dark!
Thank you, Breeder-judge Mrs. Edna Voyles

Breeder/Owner/Handler
OAKWYND

Michael J Reinke

O.J. Loves Science Diet
414-733-0174
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A Delfirioug, Debut at the NCALAC Specialty

BEST OF

*OWNERS

'
CA14115Vital
Unit CLIS

tin Mom!,

Flarken Denrioua
(BS Ch Mist is Play It Again Sam ROM X Ch Barker's Bear Essence)

HIS FIRST SHOW - - FROM THE 6-9 MONTH CLASS

BEST IN SWEEPSTAKES UNDER JEAN LADE
AND

WINNERS DOG BEST OF WINNERS - 5 POINT MAJOR
UNDER MRS M LYNWOOD WALTON

RUST IS OWNDE BY CAROL BIRD & DENNIS KOUNZNER
SIERRA VISTA AZ

BRED AND CO-OWNED BY

11(C 
shes 

 4iQi®
Science Diet
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All in the Family

BEST OF
ED ci VARIETY

rn
oloaw.0

L. MA
If WM

Ch Misti's Play It Again Sam

arker's Delirious

arkercs Paranoia

Rusty was proud to share the Specialty limelight with his litter brother Perry, who was

Reserve Winners Dogs, and his Dad Sam who took the breed from the Veteran's class.

Congratulations Beverly! Special thanks to Bev and Jaimie Glodek for their help with the

lunatics on this thrilling day!

Drs. Sandy and Randy Barker
Lade Ridge
Rt 1 Box 559C

VOIAU \AN eaUt &WAC

Doswell VA 23047
804-227-3286

The lunatics love Science Diet
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Jessica and Pat .
Two shows. .

Ch* Bodnath Jessica
(Ch Tall Oaks Jus-Fur Fun X Brackenbury Nanga)

In light of my work/travel schedule, I asked Pat if she could wrap up Jessica's majors - - and did she

ever ! I First time out together, Dr William Houpt awarded JESSICA a 3 point major at the Berks 
Cour

Kennel Club show! Thank you, Dr. Houpt. And thanks to Pat Martello for handling JESSICA to this exc

ing win!

And then three weeks later, at their second show together . .

Breeder/Owner di 1)4

*Pending AKC confirmation Elaine King Handler: Pat MO.
FreevilieBodnath Lhasa Apsos

2105 Linden Lane Silver Spring MD 20910 301-585-3327

Jessica celebrates with Science Diet
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2 majors m m

Ch* Bodnath Jessica
(Ch Tall Oaks Jus-Fur Fun X Brackenbury Nanga)

JESSICA won a 4 point major under judge Mrs Jean Lepley at the Devon Dog Assocaition Show.

You, Mrs Lepley. A big thank you to Pat Martell() for handling JESSICA so beautifully and for
'ushir-vg, her so quickly. And Jessica says "thanks, Pat, for those mornings on the couch!"

JESSIcA 1eh,. . s champion no. 2 for her mom, NANNY, and champion no. 8 for dad, JESS. (See "Behind the
'''rnPions" for her pedigree.)

Thank,
Eel., 0 again to all the judges who helped to make JESSICA's championship a reality. (And to aunt

1'0 Rummel for showing her to a 2 point win.) She has been a lot of fun to show!

rl' 6')ding AKC confirmatione

Breeder/ Owner 
Elaine King

Bodnath Lhasa Apsos
2105 Linden Lane Silver Spring MD 20910 301-585-3327

Jessica celebrates with Science Diet

Handler: Pat Martell°
Freeville, NY
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BEARINGER LHASAS
With

Ch Marvon's Red Bearinger

HOUSTON
KENNEL CLUB

FALL 1992

COPR. PHOTO BY
pATTI OSP,

(Ch JARO'S THAT OLD BLACK MAGIC X MARVON'S BEAR E SPECIAL BEAR)

Bear is exclusively Owner-Handled by Debbie and is shown going BEST OF

BREED at The Houston Kennel Club show on September 13, 1992 during the

Astro Hall Series of Dog Shows.

Thank you Judge Nigel Aubrey-Jones.

Bear is owned by Ney and Debbie Greene. Bred by Marion and LaVonne
Brockway and Co-Bred by Frank Trujillo.

Ney & Debbie Greene
16407 Hexham Drive
Spring, Texas 77379

(713) 251-9852

"Bear wins with Science Diet.
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BEARINGER LHASAS
Is Having Fun With

Marvon's Peggy Sue

(Ch JARO'S THAT OLD BLACK MAGIC X MARVON'S BEAR E SPECIAL BEAR)

Peggy had a Great October! Out of five shows, she went Winners Bitch for a

Major, Winners Bitch at two other shows, and Reserve Winners Bitch once.

She is on a roll, so watch for this showy little girl through out the balance of

the 1992 show season. She will be Owner-Handled all the way.

We would like to thank the following judges:
Jack Potts Galveston County KC 10/11/92 WB 3 pts.

Joan Alexander Lawton-Fort Sill KC 10/24/92 WB, BW, BOS 1 pt.

Joseph Gregory Faith City KC 10/25/92 WB, BW 1 pt.

Peggy is owned by Debbie Greene and LaVonne Brockway. Bred by Marion and LaVonne

Brockway and Co-Bred by Frank Trujillo.

Ney & Debbie Greene

16407 Hexham Drive
Spring, Texas 77379

(713) 251-9852

"Peggy" gobbles Science Diet.



Lesson Learned in King County
The Progress of Animal Rights Legislation

by Lee Wallot

A year and a half after it was first intro-
duced we finally have a resolution regarding the
breeding ban and spay/neuter ordinance that
was introduced by PAWS (Progressive Animal
Welfare Society) through councilman Ron Sims.
While some people will try to tell you we won,
the truth of the matter is that we lost in King
County and we lost big.

Some will say we don't have a breeding
ban but the reality is that the infamous "target"
euthanasia rates are still in the ordinance. No
matter how reasonable those targets may
appear, we fully expect them to be reached
based solely on the two items of skyrocketing
cat population, both domestic and feral, and the
lack of a county-wide leash law, both problems
the ordinance doesn't even address. When the
targets are reached, a breeding moratorium can
be put into effect by a simple vote of the council,
with no public hearing.

Some people will say we do not have a
breeding license; actually what we have is a
change in terminology. The same fee is still in
effect ($55) only now they call it an "unaltered
license fee"; altered license fee is $10.

Other provisions are:
1) Puppies and kittens must be licensed at 4
weeks of age (You read it right - 4 weeks)
2) No advertising any dog or cat for sale without
publication of the dog/cat license number
3) Mandatory rabies vaccination of all dogs and
cats (There has never been such a mandatory
program in Washington, probably due to the fact
that there have been only 3 cases of rabies in a
dog or cat in the last 30 years and one in the
last 10 years. This mandate is obviously not for
the health of the animal but will be used as a
tracking device.
4) Anyone selling or giving away a dog or cat
must notify the Dept. of Animal Control in writing

of the new owner's name, address and phone
number. The ordinance is 25 pages long and
impossible to cover in more detail here but this
should give you some idea of the invasiveness

of its rulings.
What happened in King County? I hope

this article will enable other communities to avoid

the mistakes made here. To begin with, we
strongly feel the ordinance as originally intro-
duced should never have been modified. It was

a carbon copy of San Mateo's original ordinance
and was so fraught with problems we feel it could

either have been defeated outright or, if enacted,

could have been defeated in a court of law. It
must be remembered, however, that there was a
panic situation in King County. The King CountY
ordinance came on the heels of San Mateo and

in the shock waves that followed, a group of
people went to Ron Sims and requested permis-
sion to set up a task force to offer changes to the

ordinance that Sims would agree with. This was
mistake #1. The task force (coalition) was set up
for the purpose of compromise. It has been
proven over and over again: When you negotiate

with the animal rights movement, you lose. As
time has gone by, it has become painfully clear,

that in those areas where we stand up and yell
one loud, unified voice "NO!!", we have won. In
those instances where we have tried to do the
"right" thing and come to a common ground of
understanding, we have lost.

In King County, PAWS very effectively
used what historians call "The Radical Flank
Effect"; it is a phenomena that has been used IDY

social movements throughout history and is one

of the reasons for the success so far of the
animal rights movement. It is important to under"

stand how this Radical Flank Effect works and

why it succeeds.
To begin with, the activists introduce an

idea, a concept, or legislation that is so radical
and unbelievable it arouses instant, outraged
response in all those people it will affect. In th.ei,

case of the animal rights movement, the big stia

was a breeding ban and mandatory spay/neuter,

ordinance. Predictably, it roused fear, panic an°
anger. But the world is made up of mostly mod-
erate people...those who believe in the
democractic way of life, of negotiating a probl0r!

to come up with solutions that are suitable for, ell'

And so the moderates work hard to compromise'

What is overlooked in all this is that those wie_lc%

continued on page 6° '11
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BEARINGER LHASAS
and

Ch Marvon's Red Bearinger

Welcome

(Ch MARVON'S RED BEARINGER X Ch ROB-LIN'S MANDI PANDI B
EAR)

Pictured above on the left is Rob-Lin's Count Me Bearinger "Cody" and o
n the

right Rob-Lin's Lord RM Bearinger "Rocky". These two little boys have moved

from Colorado to Texas to undertake their show career, watch for them in the

Show ring in December.

Rocky is owned by Lynn Chasin and started his career at the tender age 
of four

months, he went Puppy Group I at the Conroe Kennel Club Fun Match held on

October 2, 1992.

Cody is temporarily bunking with Dad at Bearinger Lhasas, until mid Novembe
r,

when he moves to his new home and owner, Shiela Huddleston of Brya
n.

Bred by Linda Robbins and Barbara Trujillo.

Ney & Debbie Greene

16407 Hexham Drive

Spring, Texas 77379
(713) 251-9852

Science Diet is always on the Menu
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ing the big stick are immediately the ones in
control; they have nothing to lose because they
came into this with nothing; but the moderates,
the negotiators, have everything to lose because
they are the ones that are trying to keep some-
thing from being taken away.

In the case of animal rights legislation,
when a compromise is finally reached, the moder-
ate middle will find itself having given some of its
rights and the radical animalists will have won a
victory. The compromise has actually shifted the
moderate center ever so slightly toward the
radical's ultimate goal. what most people don't
realize is that the "compromise" is what the
animalists had hoped for all along. The radical
original demands had been introduced only as a
starting point from which they were willing to back
down to get their real goals into law. And, in
accepting the compromise, the moderate majority
have not won by getting the breeding bans
defeated, they have lost by allowing the introduc-
tion and approval of coercive legislation that
already takes away some of their rights and is
set up to take away even more in the future.
The Radical Flank Effect has worked through-
out history; it worked in King County, WA.

However, this maneuvering would not
have worked without several other steps also
working in unison with it. If anyone out there
is under the impression that we are dealing
with a wildeyed band of fanatics who only
know how to look ridiculous, think again. The
leaders of this movement are extremely
dangerous. They are dangerous because
they understand human nature and the for-
mation of pub!ic opinion, and are adept at
using it against us. They are media-wise and
are able to focus all media attention on them-
selves and their message to the point of shutting
out opposing views or at least casting their
opposition in very unfavorable light. In King
County we were not able to get our side's view-
point to the public through either newspapers or
TV coverage.

The time it took the task force to come to
a resolution (a year and a half), also gave PAWS
a perfect opportunity to carry out a propaganda
campaign that effectively cast every breeder as
part of a money-hungry, selfish, self-interest
group who cared nothing aobut the poor kittens
and puppies being killed at the shelter. The
campaign was synchronized to be ever-growing

in its emotional impact on the general public. To
begin with, PAWS inundated the newspapers
with letters telling about the horrific problem of
millions of dying dogs and cats. This immediatelY
generated TV coverage as Seattle area residents
were "educated" about what PAWS depicted the
problem to be. Then came the now famous
direct mail circular about "Buster and Tiffany".
On the cover is a picture of a cute puppy kitten;
inside they are dead. Then came a very PAWS
slanted article in the Sunday magazine section of
the Seattle Times, featuring a quarter page photo
of a tiny kitten being euthanized. All you see is a
hand holding the kitten in the air and the other
hand plunging a hypodermic needle into the
kitten's belly. Then came the ads in all the
newspapaers showing barrels of dead dogs and
cats. And finally, just before the ordinance was
to be voted on, PAWS did a TV saturation cam-
paign showing the actual euthanasia of a very ,
appealing dog. It was a pornographically horrific
campaign - and it worked. But it never would
have been successful if we hadn't given them the
time they needed to build to its climax. Nero
fiddled while Rome burned? The task force
negotiated while paws ignited the emotions of the
uninformed people of King County.

Time also worked against us as far as the
ordinance itself was concerned. PAWS had time

to rework the language, to make it sound more
people-friendly, to make it more difficult to defeat
in a legal sense. The ordinance was changed at
least four times, each time becoming more
convoluted and polished yet remaining essen-
tially the same. PAWS was very proud of the fact
that 16 lawyers worked on their final version.

Sims also used the very existence of the
task force against us. Last year I wrote an open
letter to the task force warning that we should
also be exploring other alternatives rather than
relying solely on the task force recommendati0n5.
I said, "No matter what you come up with, I do
not believe Mr. Sims will accept it as a whole. H,e
may, however, decide to use bits and pieces of it
to make the ordinance more palatable and maY
even claim this is what the breeders want." The
Seattle Times coverage of the ordinance's pas-
sage says, "The ordinance is based on recom-
mendations of a coalition of people representing5
animal welfare and breeders organizations". SO
and PAWS did exactly what I warned they might
do; they took bits and pieces of the task force
recommendations and incorporated them into A
their ordinance; then Mr. Sims continually insie.._n

60
continued on page 66
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BISS Ch T-Ritz Jazzin Flora-Bama
"Bam-Bane
(shown)

BIS BISS Ch Rufkins Rudolph Valentino
"Rudy"

Beautiful puppies from this breeding are now available.
Inquiries invited.

skTs:T

JAllIN' Kennel
Home of "Bani-Barn," Ken 8( Beth Hudson

Bt.% CILT-Ritz 117 Easthaven Drive, Brandon, MS 39042

Flora-Bana 601 /825-4005
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Behind the Champions . . .. continued
CH PARADE'S N' TN HI EXTRAVAGANZA
Bred by Ruth Flumerfelt & Joyce Hadden
Owned by Ruth Flumerfelt

CH DONICIA'S CHIM ZU EL TORRO
CH CAMEO'S KHOR-KE SAN 0' HONEYDEW

Honeydew Krissie Ku
CH TN HI ZEUS THE DETHRONER

CH OCON KARBA SENG
Tn Hi Me N' My Shadow

CH TN KI PAHTI SHY SHY
"Zelgfeld"

CH ORLANE'S INTREPID
Bel Air's I Am A Parade

CH BEL AIR'S KEE KEE DE
Parade's Effervescence

CH KY KEN'S BAD BOY
Ky-Ken's Made In USA

Dy-Ken's Giggles Galore

CH PARADE'S MAX A MILLION
Bred by Ruth Flumerfelt
Owned by Joan Eisenkramer

CH CAMEO'S KHOR-KE SAN 0' HONEYDEW
CH TN HI ZEUS THE DETHRONER

Tn Hi Me N' My Shadow
CH PARADE'S UP IN LIGHTS

Bel Air's I Am A Parade
CH PARADE'S ELUSIVE BUTTERFLY

Ky-Ken's Made In USA
"Max"

CH ORLANE'S INTREPID
Bel Air's I Am A Parade

CH BEL AIR'S KEE KEE DE
Parade's Roses and Lollipops

CH MIKADO'S TOBIAS OF APKU
Miss Sassy Sweet Sashay

Bel Air's Honeydew Mellon

CH TN HI PARADE ON STAGE
Bred by Ruth Flumerfelt and Joyce Hadden
Owned by Joyce Hadden and Ruth Flumerfelt

CH DONICIA'S CHIM ZU EL TORRO
CH CAMEO'S KHOR-KE SAN 0' HONEYDEW

Honeydew Krissie Ku
CH TN HI ZEUS THE DETHRONER

CH OCON KARBA SENG
Tn Hi Me N' My Shadow

CH TN KI PAHTI SHY SHY
"Zeusette"

CH ORLANE'S INTREPID
Bel Air's I Am A Parade

CH BEL AIR'S KEE KEE DE
CH PARADE'S ELUSIVE BUTTERFLY

CH KY KEN'S BAD BOY
Ky-Ken's Made In USA

Dy-Ken's Giggles Galore

CH JOYSLYNN'S RISQUE
Bred & Owned by Joyce K & Lynn Johanson

AM CAN CH JOYSLYN'S PIECE OF THE ROCK ROM
CH JOYSLYN'S RACHMANINOFF

CH SINKA'S SIRRONNA KHAN ROM
CH JOYSLYN'S MIRAGE

CH SUNSHINE'S SAN MIQUEL
Sunshine's Black Cherry

CH SUNSHINE'S MARIS STELLA
"Risky"

BIS AM CAN CH ARBORHILL'S RAH-KIEH ROM
AM CAN CH JOYSLYN'S PIECE OF THE ROCK ROM

jorslyn's Miss Buffy Jo
CH JOYSLYN S PROMISE ROM

CH YAT-SEN'S KHANA
CH SINKA'S SIRRONNA KHAN ROM

Friday's Gift of Gold

"Rusty"

CH CHIYOKO'S HOME FOR CHRISTMAS
Bred by Marie Allman
Owned by Jeanne Hillendahl

CH EVERGLO SOMETHIN'
Everglo Mr Certain Somethin'

Everglo Rempas Luv
Everglo Great Scott

Everglo Royal Rambler
Everglo Royal Song

CH MCIN KAN DA OF EVERGLO

AM SO AFRICAN CH CH IYOKO NOBODY 0°5
BETTER

CH TABU'S DE JA VU OF CHIYOKO
Tabu's White Lace N' Promises

Chiyoko's Secret To Share
CH TABU'S JAZZ MAN ROM

CH STRAWBERRY ROSE A TANTRAS
CH TABU'S FIREBIRD

CH NUSENG'S GREAT BALLS A'FIRE
Bred &Owned by Fran Strayer

CH ANBARA RIMAR RAISIN' A RUCKUS
Zarrah/NuSeng Justa-Gig-Aloo

CH ZARRAH KRISNA MISCHIEF MAKER
CH NUSENG'S TALK OF THE TOWN

CH SAN JO'S SOSHOME ROM
CH TACIN DALAI LAMA'S SERA LHAMU ROM OFA#_

AM CAN CH TACINN'S DARSEBA OF ZORN
"Great Balls"

ACH KRISNA THOMASS OF DYNE ROM
CH BUD BUD LA'S SECRET SERVICE OFA #LA456

CH SONG'S TOMASETA OF BUD BUD LA
NuSeng's Elvira O'Bud Bud La

CH SAN JO'S OUT OF THE BLUE ROM
CH NUSENG'S CHAN-TILLY LACE

CH TACIN DALAI LAMA'S SERA LHAMU ROO,
OFA#441

litter basket

MOCKINGBIRD'S
Kyle and Cheryl Meadows

Rt 1 Box 367

Leicester, NC 28748 704-683-4140
SIRE: Multi Grp Wng Mockingbird's Dapper Dan

DAM: Kaleko's Christmas Star (ptd)

Whelped I I / I 8/92

3 dogs 3 bitches

DIET FOR ILL PETS

Prescription Diet pet food is formulated for critically 0:
injured dogs and cats. It is designed to meet the need54
a debilitated patient, which include altered energy reclull
ments, immune system protection and wound healing'
The food contains increased energy-dense fats and
proteins, amino and fatty acids required in hyperrnetabi
lism (a state of high stress), citrates to promote nornlal

blood and urine pH and enhanced amounts of zinc. 
I1
9 °

puddinglike texture allows food to be given through a
syringe, if needed.
For more information, ask your veterinarian or call vil"„e:
(800) 445-5777. (Reprinted from the August 1992 Iss"
Kennel News Healthline.)
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BEST OF
OPPOSITE SEX

CHAT TANOOGA
KENNEL CLUB

r, SEPTEMBER 1992
PHOTO BY fisidaire

AMRON RANGERS BANDITO ex HALTBAR LADY CHAD WYCK

Lacy is shown winning her first point from the puppy class and Best of Opposite Sex st
the Chattanooga Kennel Club. Thank you Ms. Jo Anne Schullier for recognizing the S;
quality in our little girl. Lacy is 101/8" and 14 lbs.

a

es&,=K,
Lacy slips into something comfortable while eating her Science Piel

Angle Jordan 7085 Eunice Dr. Riverdale, GA 30271/ 471-



CH. HALTBAR ONE OF THE GOOD GUYS ex TAFFY JORDAN

at
siaz.er is shown winning Best of Breed over a

Tiejen. Blazer finished at 14 months old,
s° Proud of his 6 group l's, a group 2 and a
Year old. This year was GREAT!

aaelacl/
ic Blazer is HOT over Science Diet

Angle Jordan

special at the Thronateeska KC under Ms.

with a major from the puppy class. We're

group 3 at local fun matches before he was

7085 Eunice Dr. Riverdale, GA 30271/ 471. 7709



his ordinance came from the coalition and was
"what the breeders wanted". And the council
believed him. The task force had expected the
animalists to "fight fair" and were stunned when
they found out they were negotiating with a
movement that thrives on gutter warfare.

Yet another reason for our defeat was the
task force itself. It rapidly became clear that
anyone not agreeing with what the task force
was doing was immediately branded "the en-
emy". In hindsight it is obvious that PAWS
wanted the task force to be formed; it was the
perfect solution to their dilemma of how to "divide
and conquer". Universally, task forces seem to
take on a separate life of their own; the
animalists were astutely aware of this facet of
human nature and used it effectively against us.
From the very onset, the task force (of which
PAWS was a member) shut out everyone they
were supposed to represent and concentrated
on coming up with what they considered to be
"right" with no outside suggestions. All meetings
were closed to the public; no information was
ever made available as to what was being dis-
cussed; all suggestions, unless they came from
the coalition itself, were ignored. Then, when the
finished package was presented to the breeders,
we were essentially asked to rubber-stamp it in
approval. Then we tried to warn the breeders
that Mr. Sims might not accept the coalition
suggestions and that we should be preparing
other forms of action in addition to the task force
package, we were effectively silenced. We were
denied permission to address people who at-
tended, even when we were willing to do it
outside, after the meeting, in the parking lot. The
only voice heard was that of the task force
assuring the breeders, 'We have the answer.
Don't rock the boat. We are taking care of
everything." The breeders obeyed. Why not?
Somebody else was taking care of everything for
them.

Unity. It is the key. There must be unity
among all of us or else we are defeated before
we begin. There cannot be two or three or four
or more different organizations, all working
separately. Having said this, let me emphasize
this does not mean several organizations should
not be working together. In numbers there is
strength and that old cliche of "united we stand,
divided we fall" was so clearly demonstrated in
this instance that we must learn from it. There is
no one way to fight this insidious legislation. The

opponents. ..that's US, folks, have to work to-
gether. There is NO place for "my way is the
only way" in this battle.

Also, the animal rights organizations are
clearly bonded together on this issue and they
are reconciled to a long battle. This issue will n°1
be settled in a few short years. We must recog-
nize this as well. We don't want to. I'm sure
most of us would much rather have the whole
thing just go away and let us get back to living
our own lives. It's not going to happen though
and the sooner we realize this, the better our
chances of winning become. Either get involved

and do something or else get prepared to even-
tually give up your way of life.

Some other things that must be done:
The general public must be educated about what
the animal rights movement is really all about.
The animalists will eventually expose themselves

as they did here. In the beginning, PAWS firrillY
denied that they were part of the animal rights
movement but by the end they were proudly
claiming their true orientation. Of course, this
would have been great for us if the public had
been aware of what the animal rights hidden
agenda was all about but, in fact, it did us little

good because we lacked the money and the
people to get the message to the public. We
wouldn't have needed a lot and we believed the

show clubs were going to help us. We had net
counted on being made the enemy by our own
people. The promises of help never came A

through. The AKC could have helped if they hat"
in place a program such as that of the CFA (Ca,
Fanciers Associations) that gives matching fury'

to any members actively fighting the animal
rights movement. But no such help was avail- id
able for us and our own personal finances wou'
stretch no further. In order to win, you must be

committed to helping in all ways: financial, ,
emotional and physical. Without the participatl°
of everybody, the battle is most assuredly lost.
We must also take a page from the activists'
handbook and get involved politically. I know.,
That word "politics" gives almost all of us a bau
taste in the mouth, but it is a fact of life. The
animalists have chosen the political arena and
this is where we have to fight them. A simple ,
thing weighed heavily against us, no matter Or
much we'd like to think it shouldn't have, we
were also defeated by letters and phone calls

and petitions. The animalists are experts in 011'

field of supporting their cause. All through the
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Knolwood's Solita Party Nite

(BIS Ch SuIan's Master Blend X Ch Knolwood's Party Time)

ir I,t Was an exciting day for Party Nite when she went BOS to Ch Knolwood's Josh My Gosh at the
c'eaufort KC show under juddge Jack Wood.

E3, .reci, loved & owned by . . .
marion Knowlton

-----3.4'/-

Shown by . . .
Deedy Pierce

Knolwood Lhasas
Marion Knowlton 12250 King Circle

Telephone: 404-594-9499 Roswell, Georgia 30075

We feed Science Diet

'Pending AKC confirmation
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campaign, we heard over and over again about
the thousands of letters and phone calls.

I must also mention that even if you do not
have an animal rights ordinance being introduced
in your town right now, do not make the mistake
of thinking it will not happen. It will eventually hit
us all. It's only a matter of time. Those of you
without active ordinances already being proposed
are in a unique position...you can get to the
public, to the councilmen, to your legislators
before the animal rights people do. Educate.
Educate. Educate. Use the AKC education
program...it's a good one.. .but do not think telling
everyone about how wonderful it is to have dogs
in our lives will, by itself, stop the onslaught of
anti-dog legislation.

We must also educate about the legisla-
tion that might be proposed, about what its reper-
cussions will be, about what the 12 steps of the
animal rights agenda really mean. We must get
to know our legislators and we must keep in-
formed as to legislation that might cross their
desks. We must do this personally, each and
every one of us. You cannot expect "somebody
else to do it". It is a battle we all have got to fight
together.

Also, do not make the mistake of thinking
the laws are so ridiculous that they are unenforce-
able anyhow, so why bother? In fact, the very
unenforceability of the ordinance is one of the
things the animal rights leaders are counting on.
King County's ordinance might look pretty appeal-
ing to anyone not familiar with the animal rights
movement. A legislator in your area could be
swayed to accept it "because it was formulated by
a coalition of welfare and breeder organizations in
King County because everybody wanted it". Don't
make the mistake of thinking the animalists in
your area won't use exactly that tactic. They will,
Kim Sturla, formerly of the Peninsula Humane
Society in San Mateo and now with Fund For
Animals, worked closely with PAWS on the intro-
duction of the King County ordinance and, over
the past year, she has been very busy preparing
the ground work for similar ordinances all accross
the country. However, whether it is enforced
right now or not is immaterial to the movement's
ultimate plan; in fact, the ordinance is actually
designed to fail. But a legislator in your area
won't know this. We must realize that the goal of
the animalists is to get the laws in place and this
is what they are doing across the country. In a
few years, when they are in place, that is when
the animal rights leaders will stand up and de-

mand: "look, we waited all this time for other
ideas to work. Now it's time to enforce those
laws and to put the teeth into them that we
originally wanted." That's when the sledge
hammer of breeding bans will be added to the
ordinances and the hammer will drop all across
the country at the same time in a well-synchro-
nized orchestration of oppression. We must
stop them now. We must learn the lessons that
were taught in San Mateo and King County.
We cannot compromise. We cannot negotiate.
We have a right to say NO. We have heard
over and over again: "This politician or that
politician says we have got to have a law for this

reason or that reason". Just because a politi-
cian says we are going to have a law, or a
change in one, does not mean that we, the
people, have to agree that he is right and give
him the law he wants. We are the people. If We
feel a law is not fair and just and needed, we
don't have to allow that politician to bully it
through just because he wants it. The politi-
cians are supposed to be working for us. We
can defeat these ordinances by saying "N011".

WHY NOT
BE LIKE AVIS?

by Denny Kodner

There are so many No. l's these days, its
really laughable. I had read one magazine the other
day that had two - No. 1 Afgans, two - No. 1 Dober,

mans and no less than three - Number 1 Boxers.
Besides all that, it had two top winning

something or other of all time along with three dogs
that claimed to be the number one Herding dog.

After a while all this ceases to be even
laughable and becomes really boring. However,
when I was thumbing thru a German Shepherd
magazine and came across a claim by somebodY
who possessed, of all things, the most major re-
serves of the year - I just pitched the magazine in
disgust.

It would be truly refreshing - even if it's not
really original - for someone to be like Avis - be
number two but try harder. If nothing else - try ,
harder to find something different to say about YOU
number one whatever breed it is.

The picture speaks louder than words
anyway - provided it's a good picture.

SO WHY NOT BE LIKE AVIS? JUST TFIY

HARDER! (DOG NEWS, October 9, 1992)
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BEST OF

OPPOSITE SEX
AXON

KENNEL CLUB

AUG
19V

Tisha's Sizzlin' Hot
(Ch Tisha's Ima Steppin Out X Ch Tisha's Cover Girl)

Needs one major to finish

TisI,a 
Since 1977

R.O.M.

PAT & FRED
DIEBALL

2304 KOPER DRIVE
STERUNG HEIGHTS,
MICHIGAN 48310

(313) 979-6749

Always Breeder - Owner - Handled

"Libby" loves Science Diet
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The Lhasa Apso Club of Westchester, Inc.
Sunday, September 6, 1992
Judge - Mrs. Bessie V. Pickens

Best of Breed Best of Opposite Sex
Ch. Charmar Krisna Kissin' Bandit Ch. Kayla Kaleko Upsa Daisy

Best of Winners, Winners Dog Winners Bitch
Carbufs Mokiema Little GTO Darrgoj Frosted Honey

Reserve Winners Dog Reserve Winners Bitch
Northwind Born To Be Wild Anbara Rani Maita Hairy

Puppy Dogs, 6 Months and under 9 Months Bred by Exhibitor Dogs

1 Carbufs Mokiema Little GTO NM337074/02 1
2/12/92 Breeder/Owner: Michael D. Gerber
By Mokiema Carbuf Problem Child -
Mokiemas Dancin In The Dark

2 Singh You Sinner Talimer NM404988/01
2/12/92 Breeder: Richmond/Melar/Melan By
Ch. Talimer Scoundrel - Ch. Mataba
Promises in the Park Owner: 1
Mohr/Richmond

3 Anbara San Jo Witair It's At NM397217/04
2/21/92 Breeder; Engen/Nixon/VVood By Ch.
San Jo All Gussied UD - Ch. San Jo-Anbara 2
Fancy Pants. Owner: Engen/Wood

4 Sigh Slippery When Wet NM404988/02
Breeder: Richmond/Melar/Melan By Ch.
Talimer Scoundrel - Ch. Mataba Promises in 3
the Park Owner: Mohr/Richmond

Puppy Dog, 9 Months and under 12 Months

1 Dynasty's Mateo NM321729/05 11/28/91
Breeder/Owner: Eleanore Gurosh By Ch.
Ruffway Jack Be Nimble - Ch. Ruffway Patra
Empress Poppy

Kayla Kaleko Beau Tighe NM329409/09

11/17/91 Breeder: Lagosky & Serb o 6,11
Kayla's Chenresig Ex Bihar - Kalekos

Leading Lady Owner: Lagosky/Burke

Open Dogs

Westgate's Dark Deacon Tu NM317256/03

7/17/91 Breeder/Owner: Sehnert By Ch.
Oakwynd Showtime At Westgate -
Westgate's Ain't Misbehavin
Tahna's Teetrtohr At Jarkarta YL74716?

6/5/88 Breeder: AAmon By Ch. Trublus,

Hudai Tahna - Tahna's Lust Rose Owner'
Laura Seater
Talimer Son Of A Witch NT228939 1/28/811
Breeder: T. Mohr By Ch. Orlane Ja-Ma A,
The Rage - Ch. Talimer Sorceress. Owner.

Mohr/Whitman/Hernial
4 Mokiema Carbuf Problem Child,

NM269860/01 12/11/90 Breeder'

Kodis/Gerber By Ch. Anbara I Me°1
Business - Ch. Mokiema's Remote 

Contro

Owner: Caddies/Powers

Junior Dog, 12 - 18 Months Puppy Bitches, 6 Months and under 9 Months

1 Northwind Born To Be Wild NM313831/07 1
5/25/91 Breeder: Drake & Butsic By Ch.
Panchan Northwind Hi Spirits - Ch.
Northwind Chances Are Owner: Butsic

Singh Peanut Butter Cup-Cal(e,

NM404988/03 2/12/92 Breede'

Richmond/Milan By Ch. Talimer Scoundrelr:

Ch. Mataba's Promises in the Dark Owne'
A. Cross
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(Am Grp Wng & Can Ch Orlane's Scirocco ROM"* X Ch Chryslan's Calendar Girl)

Here's Tucker completing his championship at the Sir Francis Drake Kennel

Club Show (the day after the Northern Californial Lhasa Apso Cub Specialty)

with another major. Many thanks to judge Joe Walton for this exciting win.

I would like to thank Susan Giles and Ellen Lonigro for all their help and support

Owned, Handled and Loved by
Brenda White

The Enforcer demands Science Diet



The Lhasa Apso Club of Westchester, Inc.
Continued

2 Benbridge Key-O's Facsimile NM325872/01
1/4/92 Breeder Ricciotti By Mokiema
Ben bridge Key Largo-Benbridge Mokiema X-
Ma Parti Owner: Ricciotti

Puppy Bitches, 9 Months and under 12 Months

1 Anbara Rani Maita Hairy NM331748/01
9/11/91 Breeder/Owner: Wood/Fioello By
Ch. Anbara-Rimar Grin N' Bear It - Ch.
Anbara Mor-Knoll Rani Sonnet

2 Ransi's Whine and Roses NM319797/01
11/8/91 Breeder/Owner: Rita Cloutier By
Ransi's Simply Mello Fello - Rondelay
Special Delivery

3 Dynasty's Royal Ruby NM321729/02
11/28/91 Breeder/Owner: Eleanor Gurosh
By Ruffway Jack Be Nimble - Ch. Ruffway
Patra Empress Poppy

4 Karlee Misti Autumn Q.T.
NM325611/05/111/22/91 Breeder:
Rose/Beamon By Ch. Bei-Jvg English Toffee
Tolee - Kar-Lee Tibatau Primrose Owner:
Jeanette Seales

Bred By Exhibitor Bitches

1 Misti Acres Baywinds BacaII NM277071/01
3/31/91 Breeder/Owner Pastrana/Drake By
Ch. Misti Acres Kipper Penny - Ch. Barkers'
Sugar Coated

Open Bitches

1 Darrgoj Frosted Honey NM409721/01
12/12/91 Breeder: Resko By Orlane's
Impudence of Windwick - Orlane's Serena
Owner: Joan & Dick Bouman

2 Kai Shan's Keoke Koffee MN243405 9/13/90
Breeder/Owner: Clare Billman By Chalins
Royal Squire - Chesapeake Ragamuffin

3 DorJon's Champagne Cocktail Nt520957
10/21/88 Breeder/Owner: Dorothy Sweeney
By DorJon's Champagne Edition - Ch.
DorJon's Nicole of Emerel

4 San Sei Double Dare NM243405/02 1/6/90
Breeder/Owner: Susan S. Rich By Ch.
Tabu's Mind Condition - Ch. Gar-San's On
Center of San Sei

SWEEPSTAKES

Judge- Ms. Ronnie Ellen Fischler

Dogs, 6 Months and under 9 Months

1 Singh You Sinner Talimer
Owner: Terre Mohr & Toni Richmond

2 Singh Slippery When Wet
Owner: Toni Richmond & Terre Mohr

3 Carbufs Mokiema Little GTO
Owner: Michael D. Gerber

4 Anbara San Jo Witair It's At
Owner: B. Wood & L. A. Engen

Dogs, 9 Months and under 12 Months

1 Dynasty's Mateo
Owner: Eleanore Burosh

2 Kayla Kaleko Beau Tighe
Owner: K. Lagosky & Debbie Burke

Dogs, 12 Months and under 18 Months

1 Northwind Born To Be Wild
Owner: Cinty Butsic

2 Benbridge Mokiema Murfy's Law
Owner: Marilyn Ricciotti & M. Powers

Bitches, 6 Months and under 9 Months

1 Singh Peanut Butter Cup-Cake
Owner: Any B. Cross

2 Benbridge Key-O's Facsimile
Owner: Marilyn & Thomas Ricciotti

Bitches 9 Months and under 12 Months

1 Anbara Rani Maita Hairy
Owner: B. Wood & Toni Rai Fiorello

2 Karlee Misti Autumn Q. T.
Owner: Jeanette Seales

3 Ransi's Whine and Roses
Owner: Rita C. Cloutier

4 Dynasty's Royal Ruby
Owner: Eleanore Gurosh

Grand Prize Sweepstakes Winner & Best PuPP

  Singh You Sinne'

Best Junior in Sweepstakes Wild
  Northwind Born To Be
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Mi Sunday Morning Repo

"HarveyII

(Ch Taglha Pan i of Tad-Yin X Mi Charm'd I'm Sure)

Harvey is pictured winning a major under judge Martha Jane Ablett. He is exclusively shown

by Lee Fairleigh.
Thanks Lee for a Job well done!

- Guess how he got his name -

Harvey begs for Science Diet

VI i
I BREEDER OF MERIT

Joan M Buck
2002 Millville-Shandon Rd

Hamilton OH 45013
1513-738-2545
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Mi and Me-O-Mi present • • •
Sire: Ch Tom Lee Mancho of Knolwood

M BREEDER OF MERIT

Dam Ch Mi Aphrodite's Nightee

Mi Moon Shadow (Trouble)

Mi Total Eclipse (ready)
Owned by: Rex Irwin

Are we proud, you bet -

Science Diet's our favorite

SinTu Lhasas

Joan M BLJOcAl

2002 Millville-Shandon

Hamilton OH 459A1`'
513-738-27"
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Mi and Me-O-Mi present • •
Sire: Ch Tom Lee Mancho of Knolwood Dam Ch Mi Aphrodite's Nightee

Carole Walsh
302 Lake St
NIcholasville KY 40356
606-885-3184

Me-O-Mi Pie In The Sky (Lily)

Me-O-Mi's Mister Pappa Razzi (Razz)
Owned by: Ashley Sanford and

Carole Walsh

Four in this litter pointed!

We thrive on Science Diet

Me-O-Mi
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We would like to take this time to wish all of our LHASA friends a Wonderful

Christmas and the Best New Year possible. We also send thanks to those of you
who supported us through the past year. May the next year be prosperous for all.

We are extremely proud to have finished three champions since October, 1991 -
OWNER -HANDLED all the way!!

Ch. Barbil's Tao Shanti O'Serenity
GHAITTI

Marcus was our second champion
at Barbil. He is now the residing
Stud at home. He congratulates
his half-sister, 13UIVILES, on
her recent championship. THAT
MAKES TWO FOR MOM!'

OWNED, HANDLED, & LOVED HY:

Barbara S. Davis
623 Twin Lakes Road
Rock Hill, S.C. 29732
PHONE (803) 366-2239

,

;•••••'... 
.a

" •••••1.

Our first champion at Barbil
was our little RED girl, Shanti.
As her name TAO means THE WAY
TO PROCEED, she has been bred
and expects puppies in December.

Ch. Barbil's Mark 0"Distinction
MARCUS

;

BARBEL LEIASAS lore SCIENCE DIET
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CIL BARBZL'S TAZ Clii PURL -BURL
(CH. ART-EST JUMPIN JEHOSHAPHAT X HARHIL'S TASHI PO)

BUBBLES finished her championship at Piedmont Kennel Club,
Charlotte, N.C. on September 27, 1992, going WB, BOW, & BOS for that

last 3-pt. major under Judge Harold Bishop. She obtained ALL of her

points from the Bred-By Class.

We wish to thank Esther DeFalcis for all of her support in this

breeding, which produced our beautiful "JOSEPH' girl.

MIDDLES has certainly lived up to her name  -

1DOUBLE- 2nd Champion for Sire ad -s
DOUBLE- 2nd Champion for Dam — 6
DOUBLE- 2nd Barbil-Bred Champion
BUBBLE- has that "special" show attitude and loves the ring

TAI CHI- solid, compact, 14 pounds and 108,1/4 inches, we think she

IS-- THE ULTIMATE/I

MERRy CHRZSTPIAS TO ALL AND TO ALL 11
arm SHOW yEA.RII

41.17\we"‘"\lw/Ikew/Arnisprag\lp",p/WepeNueiNirrA

BUBBLES BOUNCES for SCIENCE DIET
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TAMING AGGRESSION WITH AMPHETAMINES
by Jenny Drastura

(Reprinted with permission from November, 1992, Dog World)

The Lhasa apso is gay and assertive, independent and stubborn. He has a clown-like personality with a
wonderful sense of humor and makes a great companion. However, occasionally careless breeding, as with any
breed, can lead to temperament problems.

The alarm clock on Saturday morning brought the
sound of seven happy Lhasa Apsos stirring, anxiously
waiting for "mom" and "dad" to greet them and let them
outside in their run for their morning constitutional. The Magic Pill
They were so excited they were torn between jumping I took a piece of soft cheese from the refrigerator
up and playing with us, or running outside. Oh what a and put a small capsule in the cheese. I flattened my
joy happy dogs can be! hand out and offered him the morsel, and he grabbed it

Lhasa number eight, however, was no where to be off my hand. Since he knew one piece was his limit, he
seen — as usual. We went to the front room where he left and went back to his "station" under the kitchen
was sound asleep on the day bed, oblivious to the fun table. He continued to growl every time man or beast
and games going on among his buddies. We said, walked by, although he made no effort to move toward
"Barney, it's time to get up." No response. We repeated any of the other dogs. They just walked on by — they
the phrase somewhat louder. This time we saw his body knew Barney harbored no ill will toward them. Daisy
stiffen and he lifted his head slowly off the pillow as he even retrieved a toy that had landed near him, then sat
glared at us, growling. It was time to get tough with the and looked at him as if to say, "Well, there he goes
first command of the day: "Barney, OFF!" It took three again."
or four commands, but he eventually jumped off the Time passed, maybe 20 or 30 minutes. We had by
bed and walked stiffly toward the door, growling the now begun our morning activities. The other seven
entire time. Lhasas were playing, and Barney was still under the

After a long walk down the hall and into the table. I walked over and pulled out a chair. Barney
kitchen, he stopped again. "Barney, OUTSIDE!" More stood up and casually moved out of the way. I called
growling. "Barney, OUT!" He stiffly walked toward him to me to offer him a piece of toast, and he ran over,
the door and walked outside, still growling. Once stood up on his hind legs and gently took the morsel. A
outside, he walked around the perimeter of the privacy few minutes later, he was pawing me. I purposely
fence, marking where any other dog had been. During ignored him. He sat back on his rear with his back
his walk one of our six month old puppies came within straight and his paws dangling — in a posing position,
six feet of him and startled him. Barney turned his head yearning for more toast. I gave him some and he gently
to the side so he would not make eye contact with the took it. The same five month old puppies that annoyed
pup. When the puppy pursued him, Barney snapped, him only a half hour ago slid into him in their boisterous
only to be reprimanded by the puppy's mom. Barney play, and Barney only moved aside and watched them.
ran from the puppy and the angry mom, and came back Okay, this was the Barney I know and love. It's
inside where he could seek solace under the kitchen time for attention.
table.

Once under the table, Barney stood his ground in
his typical no-nonsense fashion. I moved a chair out so
I could sit down, and he attacked it viciously. I tried to
move the chair out of his reach, and he chased it across
the room, attempting to latch on. I gave Barney a
"DOWN" command, and he ignored me as if I hadn't
said a word. I gave him a second command. "Barney,
DOWN!" He looked at the floor, slowly dropped down
on his elbows and eventually made his way to the floor,
growling and snarling the entire way down.

It was clearly medication time for Barney. (NOTE:
The above scenario took place for observation only.

Barney is typically medicated before he interacts with
others.)

I went in the den and sat down on the couch.
Barney followed me, jumped up on the couch and lay
across my lap. I ignored him at first, but he was very
persistent. He rolled over toward me, practically on his
back. His paws were reaching toward me as if to plead
for affection. I rubbed his tummy and massaged his
shoulders, and when! leaned down toward him, he gave
me a big kiss. He \yds in dog heaven.

Barney was in such a good mood we decided to

groom him. We put him on the grooming table and he
stood facing the fireplace, eyeing some dog cookies on
the mantel. We brushed his full length coat, picked up
his pads to trim the hair, cut his toenails and pulled mats

.....*".

1
1

1
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New Champion Hillendahl Lhasa Apsos

Ch Chiyoko's Home For Christmas

.'°!-!•S •

'Rusty is shown winning his third major at the Beaumont Kennel Club Show on September

5th, 1992 to finish his championship. Thank you Judge Edward E Loebe.

Speical thanks to Michael Kemp for presenting him so beautifully and to Marie Allman for

sharing this beautiful' red golden boy with me. His sweet disposition makes him a joy to live

with. He has a beautiful head and expression. . . and he is producing lovely puppies.

The Hillendahl's & 'tailwaggers' wish a Merry Christmas & Happy New Year to all!

Owner:
Jeanne Hillendahl
1711 Huge Oaks
Houston TX 77055

Breeder:
Marie Allman
Chiyoko Lhasa Apsos
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out of his chin. He stood when told to stand, and he
even gave us kisses between strokes of the brush. He
was a little agitated in that he was constantly pawing us,
but we were still able to complete our task. This was a
marked difference from his behavior the previous night
when he attacked a steel pin brush we dared to move in
his direction.

What is this magic pill that transforms Barney
from a vicious dog to a playful, happy soul? And why
does it work? The drug is a 5 mg. Dexadrine Spansule®
capsule (dextroamphetamine sulphate), also known as
"uppers." Except for a few short trials with other
experimental drugs, Barney has been taking Dexadrine®
twice daily since June 1989. It is by far the most
successful drug we have found to control Barney's
aggression — aggression that is typically directed
toward family members only, and also seems to be
worse when he is on his own "turf." Like many other
dogs with this type of aggression, Barney is extremely
friendly toward strangers and, until recently, toward
other dogs.

A Brief History
We bought Barney when he was barely six weeks

old from a local breeder. We knew nothing about health
and temperament guarantees or about the benefits of
allowing the dam to train and socialize her puppies for
at least eight weeks. We were just looking for a nice
pet.

Barney first began showing signs of aggression
right away when we had to roll him over on his back to
administer ointment for a urinary tract infection. He
shrieked and snapped at us, but we just continued to
treat him, never dreaming that this might be a sign of a
much more serious problem. His aggressive behavior
continued to escalate until finally at the age of four
months he was snapping and attempting to bite when
reprimanded.

Obedience school was the next step. Barney at
four months of age did not respond well to the training
exercises and reprimands that worked with the other
dogs. He was becoming more aggressive and reacted to
corrections with hostility. During training he bit my
husband twice and me once. I had tried to shake him by
the scruff of the neck as instructed and he latched on to
my hand and would not let go. (Fortunately he has not
bitten us since and has never bit anyone else.) We loved
Barney too much to give up on him, so we began
consulting experts in training difficult dogs.

Eventually we found an obedience trainer with
experience with problem dogs, and he was able to
evaluate Barney's personality and train him in such a
way that Barney did not feel threatened. We used no
force whatsoever, only praise and much positive rein-
forcement. He eventually learned that obeying us could

be a pleasurable experience, not one to fear.
With this new method he learned very fast and was

really a very good worker. We began entering him in
obedience trials when he was 14 months old and he
gave everyone the impression that he was a happy,
clown-like dog. Judges even commented on his enthu-
siasm and laughed at his attempt to untie shoes on the
Figure 8. Onlookers would have been surprised to know
how this little guy acted at home when he didn't have an
audience. He may have been well-behaved, but he was
still aggressive.

By the time Barney finished his C.D. at almost
two years of age, his aggression toward us had in-
creased dramatically. Not only did he growl and snarl
when challenged on his own turf, he was also beginning
to go into a "rage-like" state any time he perceived that
he was being threatened. In his "rage" state, he would
withdraw into himself, growling and snarling, actually
appearing to become smaller. His growling turned into
screeching noises, his eyes appeared red as blood filled
the blood vessels in his eyes and his gums turned white.
Finally he reached a stage where he could not withdraw
any further, and he attacked any object directly in front
of him at about a 12 inch range. He appeared to have no
peripheral vision. Oddly enough, this "rage" ended
instantly if we yelled, "cookie," or "cheese." His body
relaxed and he immediately began jumping or dancing
for whatever we had promised. It appeared that he had
no idea of what had just happened.

"Rage" states would occur, for example, when we
attempted to correct Barney or when he was comfort-
ably asleep in a room when we "dared" to enter. By the
time we were a few steps inside the room, he was well
into a rage.

By this time, there were two other dogs in the
house, a male and a female. His relationship with the
male was one of peaceful coexistence — they even
napped together. The female, Suki, totally dominated
him. If he got too close to her while she was eating, she
simply made eye contact with him and he turned his
head away from her and walked in the other direction.
He eventually refused to walk past her when she was
near her bowl. In play, she did not hesitate to make a
running start toward him and topple him in order to get
him to play.

The situation with humans was serious, however,
and it was time to try something else. We vowed to find
some way to help him. Maybe we are even more stub-
born than he is.

Behavior Modification and Drug Therapy —
Just in Time

Fortunately for us, and for Barney, we began
working with Victoria Voith, D. V.M., Ph.D., an animal
behavior consultant, then at the University of Pennsyl-

-----



SHANARA LHASA APSOS

k'x

• • • • • • •
Egah "Woody finishes .•
at Nolan River KC under:
Judge Paula Bradley •.

(CH SHANARA'S SHADE OF ALLANON X RUFFWAY REBEKHA)

SHANARA SLANTER RAVENSHORN

Shown just five times in the 9-12 month Puppy Class. Woody

won 10 points including one BOB and a 4 point major, and his

class at the 1992 ALAC National Specialty under Judge Mich-

elle Billings in Houston.

1̀)_gL/OWNERS/HANDLERS 

• • • • II • • •

KAREN L & STEVEN F NICHLOS
2413 Mira Drive

Garland TX 75044-6657
214-530-6345
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vania School of Veterinary Medicine, and now in
Texas. Dr. Voith helped us with a very strict program
of behavior modification that involved making Barney
earn everything, from food to praise to affection, by
obeying a "sit" command, a "down" command or some
other arbitrary command before he could have or do
anything. He needed permission to enter a room or to
get up after a long down-stay. Further, there was no
physical punishment for inapropriate behavior; instead,
if he growled, we put him in a long down and forced
him to stay for an arbitrary period of time until he was
relaxed and had averted his stare. Then we awarded
him for obeying us. Soon the incidents of growling
decreased significantly. We never touched him when
he exhibiting this behavior — we only used voice
control, eye control and hand signals.

Luckily for all of us his obedience foundation was
solid enough that he responded to the commands 100
percent of the time, regardless of the degree of aggres-
sion he was displaying. This has always been surpris-
ing to us. It was also what saved his life. We felt totally
safe being around him. He no longer had "rages"
because we learned how and when to avoid a confron-
tation. With this type of therapy, according to Dr.
Voith, approximately 80 percent of the dogs will get 80
percent better, and few get 100 percent better. Barney
is in the first category.

Although Barney was extremely obedient, we
stopped showing him in AKC obedience trials. Since
the next level involved jumping and retrieving —
particularly taking a dumbell out of his mouth — we
thought we had better quit while we were ahead!

The behavior modification was facilitated by drug
therapy. Barney's local veterinarian, Kristen King,
D.V.M., prescribed the drugs recommended by Dr.
Voith and watched for possible side effects. In the
period between June 1986 and June 1989, we tried
several drugs that made Barney more susceptible to our
control, including Valium® (diazepam), Inderal®
(propranolol hydrochloride) and Neurosyn® (primidone).
We used each of these drugs until he developed a
tolerance, and then we moved on to something new.
The drugs were all quite helpful in their own way, and
we felt safe around Barney since he was so predictable
and so quick to defer to us under Dr. Voith's guidelines.
Some drugs were ineffective, such as Ovaban® (megestrol
acetate) and L-tryptophan, and others increased ag-
gression, such as Mellaril® (thioridazine) and Anafranil®
(clomipramine hydrochloride). Primidone® was the
best drug we used during that period but, unfortunately,
after six months he began showing signs of serious
liver damage and had to be taken off the drug immedi-
ately. (Castration at age 11 months also showed no
effects.)

Barney's level of aggression continued to in-

crease as he got older, although his response rate to
commands continued to be 100 percent. Yet, with all
the progress we had made in Barney's five and one-half
years, we certainly did not want to give up. After all,
Dr. Voith had told us at one time that Barney was one
of the most aggressive dogs she had ever seen. The only
thing that kept him from being the worst was that the
aggression had to be elicited by a perceived threat, and
it could be terminated by a command.

It was time to try a whole new strategy: affecting
a neurobiological change in Barney using a new classi-
fication of drugs, amphetamines.

The Pharmacology of Dexadrine
Dexadrine (dextroamphetamiae sulphate) is a central

nervous system stimulant used in children and adults
with Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder. Symp-
toms of ADHD are severe distractibility, short attention
span, hyperactivity, emotional instability, impulsivity
and sometimes aggression. ADHD is believed to be
caused by an imbalance of neurotransmitters which
makes the person more susceptible to environmental
stimuli. ADHD individuals are often treated with cen-
tral nervous stimulants such as amphetamines.

Neurotransmitters are hormones that are stored
within nerve endings in the central nervous system and

mediate the transmission of electrical impulses from

one neuron to another. Proper transmission of these

nerve impulses is essential in the functioning of the

nervous system.
Amphetamines are known to interact with neurons

containing neurotransmitters called catecholamines. It

is not known for certain which catecholamine — nore-

pinephrine or dopamine — mediates the behavioral
effects of amphetamine. It is believed that behavioral
depression may be related to a deficiency in catechola-

mines (usually norepinephrine), while mania results
from an excess. Amphetamines may mimic the action

of norepinephrine, inhibit its uptake (absorption) Or
displace it so it can be released to its receptors. (Cooper
et al.)

Aggression is a complex behavior that probablY
involves many neurotransmitters. Theoretically a d5
order in Barney's neurochemistry could be the cause of
his aggressive behavior.

Samuel A. Corson, Ph.D., of The Ohio State Uni-
versity College of Medicine, was one of the first to studY

the use of amphetamines in the control of what he termed
"violent" behavior in dogs, although his experiments

initially were directed toward hyperkinesis (hyperactiv-

ity). Experimentation with hyperkinetic, violent dogs

"dramatically transformed the incorrigible, vicious, an-

tisocial warner into a peaceful, cooperative lovable dog

who not only permitted himself to be petted but appeared

to enjoy the social amenities." (Corson et al.)



Joy's Lhasa Apsos
Wishing You a Merry Christmas & Happy New Year
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CH SUMMERHILLS
PRIDE OF JOY CD

(Ch San Jos Out of the Blue X Ch Sulan's Victorian Sonnet)

"PRIDE"is our sixth Obedience Lhasa at the Joy Kennels

#1 JOY'S RUSTY PENNEY CDX

#2 CH DALAI WAGTAG CD

#3 CH LIN DALAI'S JON-BOI OF JOY CDX

#4 LIN DALAI'S HELLYUN 0 SULAN CD

#5 JOY'S ALMOND JOI CD
#6 CH SUMMERHELL'S PRIDE OF JOY CD

Breeder: Douglas & Jan Bernards

Owner/Trainer: DEANNA MAXWELL
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While under the influence of amphetamines, the
dogs underwent strict conditioning experiments in-
volving positive and negative reinforcement and learning
new behavior. The learned responses (positive adap-
tive social interaction) remained long after the drug
was discontinued, although some of the hyperkinetic
behavior persisted. The violent behavior largely dis-
appeared after the drug therapy ended. Corson notes
that perhaps the effects of amphetamines on certain
kinds of aggression (and hyperkinesis) may not really
be a paradox, but may actually be a normalizing effect
in terms of the animals's neurophysiology.

With this in mind, we started Barney on 5 mg. of
Dexadrine® twice a day, which is the dosage for a six
year old child. Even with the first pill we saw the same
amazing transformation described in Corson's studies.
Barney sought affection and no longer seemed to feel
threatened by being touched. He began to play again
with the other dogs, something he had not done for
years, and even wagged his tail to greet us. We began
to condition him to being groomed, praising him and
giving him a morsel of food for every brush stroke he
let us make without his growling. As it turned out, by
the end of the first grooming session, we were brush-
ing him with vigor with "no comment" from Barney.

During the first week we did a double-blind study
where we gave him two capsules a day but we did not
know whether each capsule contained Dexadrine® or a
placebo. As you can imagine, we had no doubt which
pill he had received. There was a big difference be-
tween a defensive snarling dog and a playful, loving

puppy.
We then tried 2.5 mg. of Dexadrine® twice a day,

but the lesser dosage had no effect. An increase to 7.5
mg. was no better than 5 mg., so 5 mg. was obviously
the correct dosage.

There are drawbacks to using this drug. One, even
though Barney still has a voracious appetite— perhaps
a conditioned response after years of possessive ag-
gression— his increased metabolism has caused him
to go from 24 pounds to 19 pounds. (Yes, he is a big
Lhasa!) Happily for Barney, macaroni and cheese
supplements, in addition to a generous portion of his
dog food, are necessary to keep him at 19 pounds. Why
these drugs do not have an anorectic effect on him is
rather puzzling. Regular check-ups and CBC's (com-
plete blood counts) have shown, though, that he is in
very good health except for a slightly increased heart
rate.

Secondly, for some reason the drug has decreased
his attention span, rather than increasing it as it does in
children. Unfortunately this makes him very slow to
respond to commands as if he is slow to process the
signals. It is necessary to repeat commands four or five
times before he obeys. After obeying, he stands right

back up as if he lacks the patience to stay. Although it is
a shame he has lost his talent for obedience, it is now not
as vital that he do so since he maintains such a low level

of aggression while on the drug. It is possible to interact
with him on a daily basis as you would with a good-
tempered dog. He no longer feels threatened by petting
or by being "interrupted." We can't do everything with
Barney that we can do with our other dogs — we would
not attempt to roll him over, for example. But he is
definitely playful and happy, if not particularly mind-
ful.

Barney reverts to his aggressive behavior after

each dose of Dexadrine® wears off, unlike Corson's

dogs whose improved behavior appeared to persist after

the experiment ended. According to Kenneth E. Guyer,
Ph.D., associate professor of biochemistry at the Marshall

University School of Medicine, Barney's regression is

closer to the result you would expext from the drug —
children go back to being aggressive and/or hyperactive

after their amphetamine wears off. Children, like Barney,
"seem to forget how helpful the drug was when they go
on a drug holiday," says Guyer. I have always been

curious as to why Barney does not remember how
advantageous it is for him to be sociable and receive

love and affection in return, and apply this positive

behavior when he is not medicated.
Also, we were curious as to why the hostile behav-

ior did not "carry over" to the period when Barney was

medicated. According to Dr. Voith, this may be an
indication that the drug is lowering his motivation to

respond aggressively.
Finally, the drug has caused what is referred to as

stereotypic behavior — repetitive, nonsensical motions.

Barney often sits and "chomps" his jaws as of there is

hair in his mouth (there is not). He will do this one hour
or so after medication and continues any time he rs
sitting with nothing to do. When drinking water, he

drinks three gulps, spins around once clockwise, and
drinks again, repeating this cycle until his thirst is
quenched. He also licks the fronts of his front legs
causing reduced hair growth in that area. Stereotypic
behaviors occur when the dopaminergic receptors are
overstimulated. (Swonger & Constantine)

Corson also observed stereotypies in his studies,
including circling, pacing, repetitive head movements,

running in place and jumping. The dogs could not be
interrupted from this behavior, and they appeared to.be
out of contact with reality. Corson found that sterotyples
tended to be related to the dosage administered and
there was much variance from dog to dog. He also noted

various degrees of anorexia in his subjects. Barney does

not seem as interested in our snacks as he used to be, but
he is still "crazed" at mealtime. We feel this could be

more of a conditioned response or a possessive aggres"
sion he is exhibiting, rather than actual hunger.

continued ou Page
111



PARADE LHASA APSOS
Never rest on your laurels

(Ch Parade's Up In Lights x Ch. Parade's Light Fantastic)

After receiving our ALAC Register Of Merit award this past summer at Houston, and

becoming the FIRST AND ONLY REGISTER OF MERIT BREEDER IN EASTERN MISSOURI

AND SOUTHERN ILLINOIS, we are continuing to exhibit with the conviction that

a truly superior dog can finish handled by its breeder or owner.

We have five new champions this year!

3132 Lackland Avenue

PARADE
Ruth Flumertelt
314/776-5557

Our dogs eat Science Diet!

We Use
CINDRA

St. Louis, MO 63116-2020
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Sabrina

Ch. Parade's Afterglow
(Ch. Parade's Kiss Of Fire x Parade's All That Glitters)

A face to melt your heart and a personality to match. No
wonder, since she is the dear little love of her owner and
handler, Michele Moffit. Always living at home as a pet,
her superior coat allowed her to live a life of fun while

remaining in show condition to finish.

Breeder:
PARADE LHASA APSOS
Ruth Flumerfett
3132 Lackland Avenue
St. Louis, MO 63116-2020
314/776-5557

See New Champions

Our dogs eat Science Diet!

We Use

CINDRA

Owner/Handler:

Michele Moffit

4928 Murdoch

St. Louis, MO 63109
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Havoc

WINNERS

BITCH
NEW CHAMPION

ST. CHARLES
KENNEL CLUB
SEPTEMBER van

MEYER PHOTO
Y R

Ch. Parade's Playing Havoc
(Ch.Cameo's Khor-Ke San O'Honeydew x Parade's Miss Sassy Sweet Sashay)

Red Havoc has the incredibly playful and happy ways of her mother and half-brothers,
Ch. Parade's Kiss Of Fire and Ch. Parade's Comic Relief, with her illustrious sire's showi-
ness. Ready for fun and games all the time, Havoc has the cobby shape, hard coat,

front, rear, and topline I am breeding for, with the precise showy movement that wins.
What fun she is!

3132 Lackland Avenue

See New Champions

PARADE LHASA APSOS
Ruth Flumertelt
314/776-5557

Our dogs eat Science Diet!

We Use
CINDRA

St. Louis, MO 63116-2020
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Zeigfeld

Ch. Parade NIn Hi Extravaganza
(Chin Hi Zeus The Dethroner x Parade's Effervescence, litter Sister to Ch. Parade's Elusive Butterfly)

Our gorgeous glamour boy Zeigfeld flies around the ring with joy and enthusiasm.
Another fabulous face, perfect teeth, topline and tailset, with wonderful movement

and a commanding ring presence. At home he is a real love bug.

Our eighth champion from Ch. In Hi Zeus The Dethroner

3132 Lackland Avenue

See New Champions

PARADE LHASA APSOS
Ruth Flumerfelt
314/776-5557

Our dogs eat Science Diet!

We Use
CINDRA

St. Louis, MO 63116-2020
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Ch. Parade's Max A Million
(Ch Parade's Up In Lights x Parade's Roses and Lollipops)

A happy loved family darling, Max never really cared about show biz. He did
cooperate and that was enough. Floating around the ring to his wins, looking
snooty and elegant with his exceptional movement and beautiful style, he

finished easily. It delights me to sell show quality dogs as pets, and of
course when they finish it is fun, too.

Breeder/Handler:
PARADE LHASA APSOS

Owner/Handler:Ruth Flumerfett
Joan Eisenkramer3132 Lackland Avenue
704 Cordell Court, MO 63116-2020 Soo New Champions

St, Louis, MO 63132

St. Louis 
314/776-5557

Our dogs eat Science Diet!

We Use

CINDRA



Zeusette

MOBERLY IMO]
KENNEL CLUB
OCTOBER
1992

PHOTO BY DOwNEY

Ch. In Hi Parade On Stage
(Ch Tn Hi Zeus The Dethroner x Parade's Elusive Butterfly) (The eighth champion from Zeus and Madam)

A puppy who was daddy's image from the beginning, Zeusette has all the basics: beau-
tiful teeth, eyes, neck, topline, legs and coat. What brings people out of the grooming
tent to watch her though, is the most lovely flying, floating movement I have ever had -

from a family that has won consistently on movement. She was decribed by a top
breeder of Whippets as "having all of hers and half of someone else's too."

My nineth sired by Zeus.

Breeder/Owner:
PARADE LHASA APSOS
Joyce Haddon
P.O. Box H
Stanfordville, NY 12581
914/868-7662

See New Champions

Our dogs eat Science Diet!

We Use

CINDRA

Co-Breeder/Owner/Handler:

Parade Lhasa APsos
Ruth Flumerfett

3132 Lackland Avenue

St. Louis, MO 63116-2020

314/776-5557
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Snickers

SEPTEMBER
1992

KcN SCHWAB
PHOTOGRAPHY

Parade's Constant Comment
(Ch.Parade's Up In lights x Parade's Shining Moment)

Lacking one major (we just ran out of shows) darling little red Snickers flies
like her sire and her aunts and uncles. She has been trained and handled

by our friend Michele Moffit except for a couple points.

Breeder/Owner:
PARADE LHASA APSOS
Ruth Flumerfett
3132 Lackland Avenue
SI. Louis, MO 63116-2020
314/776-5557

Our dogs eat Science Diet!

We Use

CINDRA

Co-Owner/Handler:
Brina Lhasa Apsos

Michele Moffit
4928 Murdoch

St. Louis, MO 63109



Dancie

S ANDEMAC K C
AUG 30 1992
ERNST PHOTO

Parade's Dancing On Air
(Ch.Parade's Up In Lights x Parade's Shining Moment)

Little Dancie is one of a litter of four show quality bitches. At her second show, from
puppy class, she put up her tail and said, "Is this how I do it?" while taking away

a two point win from a lovely open bitch class. We have a fun year
ahead with Dancie and her sisters. They all move like daddy.

Owner/Handler:
Brina Lhasa Apsos
Michele Moffit
4928 Murdoch
St. Louis, MO 63109

Our dogs eat Science Diet!

We Use

CINDRA

Co/Owner/Breeder:

PARADE LHASA ArsoS
Ruth Flumerfett

3132 Lackland 
Avenue

St. Louis, MO 63116-2
020

314/776-5557
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Ritz

Parade's Midsummer Night
(Ch.Parade's Up In Lights x Parade's Charmed I'm Sure)

Ritz also has the movement and style we love to see. He and his litter brother,
Parade's Charming Wonderbear have just begun to be seen with their owner
handlers, both new to the sport. We look forward to a delightful new year.

OWner/Handler:
Reba Luhrs
Tulsa. OK

Our dogs eat Science Diet!

We Use
CINDRA

Breeder/Co-Owner:
Parade Lhasa APSOS

Ruth Flumerfett
3132 Lackland Avenue

St. Louis, MO 63116-2020
314/776-5557
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070e. . .

FROM START

Ch Tabu's Wine Cooler
AT AGE 4 1/2 MONTHS . . .

Nancy & Jim Plunkett - 14290 Greenview Dr, Greencastle, PA 17225 - 717-597-4757

Cooler likes Science Diet

.00

I

,
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LEHIGH
VA1 LEY
KENNEL
CLUB

Ch Tabu's Wine Cooler
(CH TAI-CHI'S VOUVRAY X TABUS SPECIAL DELIVERY - - - Height 11", Length 15(36.4%), 16 lbs)

. . .NOW BEAUTIFULLY MATURE AT AGE 3.

uler is shown finishing in style at Lehigh Valley KC, with a 4 point major and Best of
"Inners under Mr Desmond Murphy. Thank you Mr. Murphy!

and its a good thing cooler finished BECAUSE . . .

Nancy & Jim Plunkett - 14290 Greenview Dr, Greencastle, PA 17225- 717-597-4757

Cooler likes Science Diet



Knolwood Lhasas
Marlon Knowlton 12250 King Circle
Telephone: 404-594-9499 Roswell, Georgia 30075

tone3...mMiMil:UVOMV,

CHAMPIONS
AT STUD

Nor

PHYLLIS R. MARCY
Tel. (802) 785-4558

PUPPIES

Box 62, Academy Road
Thetford Hill, VT. 05074

Skskin4,M.,;5„. •• • • v•.•.

NnIVK'..-W\'-geiz:Z•7 7WWZK7MiC7\e 

LHASA-APSOS (407) 597-3883

V_LEE LHAs,is

Joan & Dick Bouman
1701 S.W. Stuart West Blvd.
Palm City, FL 34990

Puppies
Show/Pet

Stud Service
‘k.

1.44444 at,uth,ttei.
BACK ISSUES AVAILABLE

from 1983-1989
$6 per issue

send request to:
Janet Whitman
9 Aspen Ct

Pomona NY 10970

MATABA LHASA APSOS
MIKE AND CAROLYN MILAN

11600 STALLION LN.
HOLLY, MI 48442
(313) 634-1717

\•••,s• '000

...•••••1

Ja-Ma Lhasas
L.

Janet and Mary Whitman
9 Aspen Ct Pomona NY 10970 914-362-3859

:•• \ \ , ‘,„„ Nys‘,.sM, \ \ •

Norman &
Carolyn Herbal

Route 1 Box 50
Putnam, Oklahorrio

73659-9734

(405) 661-3299

vk„, •.‘ -

LINDA M. TACKErr
2320 Malraux Drive

Vienna, Virginia 22182

Telephone: (703) 560 - 
7713

XVIR•MUIM‘Vt, .‘"

SHARBIL
•L FIAS A APS OS•

BILL & SHARON
RUSSETT

`Aus.‘"VE-, i\-,vmz:sk\ks\ks,

0111
BREEDER OF 171

4530 WEST SPRAG,IVI4E
PARMA, OHIO 44—

• 21•5 845-301

NA, •• s. s„\‘‘‘,.\‘‘`.
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LEWIN
VAttEV
KEtttiti
CI ISU

(CH TAI-CHI'S VOUVRAY X TABUS SPECIAL DELIVERY - - - Height 10 1/2, Length 14 1/2(38.1%), 15 lbs)

. . .COOLER'S LITTLE SISTER IS GROWING UP FAST!
,
Pictured here going reserve to the 4 point major taken by her full sister, Ch Tabus Wine

yp,,v,,ler. Thank you again Mr Desmond Murphy for appreciating both of our girls; and thank
"Kathy Fallon for handling C.C. so beautifully!

Nancy & Jim Plunkett - 14290 Greenview Dr, Greencastle, PA 17225- 717-597-4757



INTRODUCING... .

Tabu's CL Champagne Dreams
(Ch Tai Chi's Vouvray X Tabu's Special Delivery—Height 105/8, Length 143/4, (34%)Weight 141/2 Lbs)

Thank you Judge Robert Graham for making "Champagne's" debut
in the show ring so exciting - Best of Winners from the

12 to 18 months class!
Be sure to watch for this elegant young bitch

and her two "champagne" sisters...

"Champagne" Likes Science Diet
 ....---)

Nancy & Jim Plunkett -14290 Greenview Drive, Greencastle, PA 17225-9458 (717)597-4757 ....../ '



,\\

BEST OF

I
OPPOSITE SEX

WINNERS

TALBOT
KENNEL CLUB

1992 KERNAN

11RODUCING...

Tabu's CL Prime News
(Ch Tabu's Mint Condition X Tabu's Choice Is Sable—Height 103/4, Length 14 (30%)Weight 12Lbs)

"Mikey" is pictured here being awarded Winners Dog, his first time
shown in the open dog class. Thank you Judge Frank Wolanuik for

recognizing this striking young male's excellence of type,
size and temperament.

"Mikey" Likes Science Diet

Nancy & Jim Plunkett - 14290 Greenview Drive, Greencastle, PA 17775-9458 (717)597-4757



Touch - flying high on both sides
of the Border!

Multi BIS Can Am Ch Touch O'Golden Bear

GROUP 3rd
WENATCHEE
KENNEL CLUB
FALL -

49

C:telitr "

Thank you Judge Mrs R C (Carolyn) Thomas

Touch wishes everyone a
Very Merry Christmas --- and so do we!

Seren's Lhasas
4249 Telegraph Rd Cobblehill British ColurriDic

Canada VOR 1L0 604-743-5724

All Seren's Lhasas are conditioned with
#1 ALL Systems Canine Hair Care Products
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And thanks everyone for their help along the
way on the campaign trail!

Multi BIS Can Am Ch Touch O'Golden Bear

FIRST IN GROUP

K A M LOOPS 6;
DISTRICT

KENNEL CLUB
Ftems,oy bl 1992
STEVEN ROSS

Thank you Judge Marion Postgate

Flash ! Group 3 Lower Mainland
Thank you Judge Lorraine Boutwell

Seren's Lhasas 4249 Telegraph Rd CobblehIll British Columbia
Canada VOR 1L0 604-743-5724

All Seren's Lhasas are conditioned with
#1 ALL Systems Canine Hair Care Products
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NCALAC FALL SPECIALTY 

OCTOBER 10, 1992 - CATONSVILLE KC HOWARD COUNTY FAIRGROUNDS, WEST FRIENDSHIP, MD

19- LHASA APSOS SWEEPSTAKES (12-7)
JUDGE: Mrs Jean Lade

Puppy, 6 to 9 Months Dogs. (3) 
1st: Barker's Delirious - Carol Bird, Drs Randolph & Sandra Barker.
2nd: Barker's Paranoia - Drs Randolph & Sandra Barker.
3rd: Bihar's Playing At Sharades - Sharon Carrier, Wade Bogart &

Carol Strong.

Puppy, 9 to 12 Months Dogs. (5) 
1st: Drakcha The Sorcerer- Echo J Rummel.
2nd: Kai Shan's Sneak Attack - Clare Billman.
3rd: Hopeful's Happy Kharnper - Jeanne Hope.
4th: Shellinor's Roof Of The World - Norma Perna.

Junior, 12 to 15 Months Dogs. (2) 
1st: Westgate's Dark Deacon Tu - Cindy & Nancy Sehnert.
2nd: Char's Attention On Demand - Charlotte Rickell.

Junior, 15 to 18 Months Dogs. (2) 
1st: Kinderland Ta Sen Tip 0' Th' Rock - Susan Giles &

Ellen Lonigro.
2nd Kimberly's Kojo Of Do Lang - Doris G Davis & Dot Primm.

Puppy, 6 to 9 Months Bitches. (2) 
1st Misti Acres Sabrina - Beverly A Drake.
2nd Misti Acres Chloe Valentine - Meredith Morris & Beverly A Drake.

Puppy, 9 to 12 Months Bitches. (21

1st: Anbara-Rani Mata Hairy- Barbara Wood, Toni & Rae Forello.
2nd: Moja's Sparkling Champagne - Kathy Petrie & John M Fallon,

Junior, 12 to 15 Months Bitches. (1) 
1st: Westgate's Free Spirit II - Nancy & Cindy Sehnert.

Junior, 15 to 18 Months Bitches. (1)
1st: Khasa's Lucy Fur - Dr & Mrs Donald E Schwartz.

BEST IN SWEEPSTAKES: Barker's Delirious.
Carol Bird, Drs Randolph & Sandra Barker.

BEST OF OPPOSITE SEX TO BEST IN SWEEPSTAKES:
Mist( Acres Sabrina. Beverly A Drake.

42 - LHASA APSOS 16-21-(2-2)-1
JUDGE: Mrs M Lynwood Walton.

Puppy, 6 to 9 Months Dogs. (3)

1st: Barker's Delirious - Carol Bird, Drs Randolph & Sandra Barker.

2nd: Bihar's Playing At Sharades - S Carrier, W Bogart C Strong.

3rd: Tall Oaks Nauty By Nature- Paul E & Kay Shaner.

Puppy, 9 to 12 Months Dogs. (5) 

1st: Hopeful's Happy Khamper - Jeanne Hope.

2nd: Kai Shan's Sneak Attack - Clare Billman.

3rd: Shellinor's Roof Of The World - Norma Perna.

4th: Drakcha The Sorcerer - Echo J Rummel.

12 to 18 Months Dogs. (1) 

1st: Kinderland Ta Sen Tip 0' Th' Rock - Susan Giles & Ellen Lonigro.

Bred By Exhibitor Dogs. (3)

1st: Barker's Paranoia - Drs Randolph & Sandra Barker.

2nd: Westgate's Dark Deacon Tu - Cindy & Nancy Sehnert

3rd: Kimberly's Kojo Of Do Lang - Doris G Davis & Dot Primm.

Open Dogs. (3) 
1st: Tabu's CL El Camino Real - Sue Guilmino & Linda Tackett.
2nd: Char's Attention On Demand - Charlotte Rickel!.
3rd: Mokiema's Damn Yankee - Patricia A Russell.

WINNERS DOG: Barker's Delirious.
Carol Bird, Drs Randolph & Sandra Barker.

RESERVE WINNERS DOG: Barker's Paranoia.
Drs Randolph & Sandra Barker.

POINTS - 5 DOGS - 15

Puppy, 6 to 9 Months Bitches. (3) 
1st: Barker's Hallucination - Drs Randolph & Sandra Barker.
2nd: Misti Acres Sabrina - Beverly A Drake.
3rd: Misti Acres Chloe Valentine - Meredith Morris & Beverly Drake.

Puppy, 9 to 12 Months Bitches. (2)
1st: Moja's Sparkling Champagne - Kathy Petrie & John M Fallon.

2nd: Anbara-Rani Mata Hairy - Barbara Wood, Toni & Rae Forello.

12 to 18 Months Bitches. (1) 
1st: Tabu's CL Champagne Cocktail - Nancy J & James M Plunkett.

Bred By Exhibitor Bitches. (4) 
1st: Westgate's Free Spirit II - Nancy & Cindy Sehnert.
2nd: Shellinor's Sun N' Sand - Norma Perna.
3rd: Misti Acres Baywinds Bacall - Gina Pastrana & Beverly Drake:
4th: Kymba-Rimar Sophie Tucker - R E Schrank Jr, H E Ingall.

S G C Campbell.

Open Bitches. (10) 
1st: Khasa's Lucy Fur - Dr & Mrs Donald E Schwartz.
2nd: Anbara San Jo Look Who's Talkin - Barbara Wood, Leslie Eagan'

Sara Firzgerald.
3rd: Daragoj Finishing Touch - Linda Kendall Smith.
4th: Tabu's Choice Is Sable - Nancy J Plunkett.

WINNERS BITCH: Khasa's Lucy Fur.
Dr & Mrs Donald E Schwartz.

RESERVE WINNERS BITCH: Anbara San Jo Look Who's
Talkin. Barbara Wood, Leslie Engen, Sara Fitzgerald.

POINTS - 5 BITCHES -20

Veteran Dogs. (1) 
1st: Ch Misti's Play It Again Sam - Beverly A. Drake.

BEST OF BREED. (4)
CH MISTI'S PLAY IT AGAIN SAM.

Beverly A. Drake.
NON-SPORTING GROUP - Dr Samuel Draper - GA 4.

BEST OF WINNERS: BARKER'S DELIRIOUS.
Carol Bird, Drs Randall & Sandra Barker.

BEST OF OPPOSITE SEX: CH MOJA'S SUNSHINE GLITTEFI G181°
Kathy Petrie & John M Fallon.

TOTAL ENTRY: 19 SWEEPSTAKES CLASSES
40 REGULAR CLASSES

CONGRATULATIONS TO ALL THE WINNERS. A BIG HAND ,TO
ANN BURTON FOR PRODUCING A SUPER SPECIALTY. ANI'leSto,

THANKS TO ALL WHO HELPED MAKE IT A SUCCESSFUL EV;001

TO OUR HOSTS, CATONSVILLE KC, WE ARE SO GLAD WE C
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Semi-Retired for Motherhood

CH. ISABEAU OF ASTARTE
Thank you Ed Dixon for this Group Placement

Owned by:
Randolph S. Arand
P.O. Box 301
Iowa City, IA 52245

Issy is flying off to meet

Ch. Light Ups Red Alert

Watch for this exciting litter!

isay lova' Science Diet!

Co-Owned by:
Carlene Gatz

25063 Genesee Rood
Sterling, IL 61081
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HA-LEE'S
SPIRIT OF KAI-LEI

Watch for this young girl in the ring
with Randy or her mother Sandy.

Kai-Lei wishes everyone the
Happiest of Holidays.

Owned by:
, Sandra Bennett & Jeanne Sauve

11965 Oregon Avenue North
Champlin, MN 55316

This girl loves Science Diet

Handled by:
Randolph S. Arand

P.O. Box 301
Iowa City, IA 52245
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BARBO'S SANDPEBBLES

BEST OF

OPPOSITE
CENTRAL IOWA
KENNEL CLUB
SEPTEMBER

1992
PHOTO BY DOWNEY

Watch for this party girl in the ring
with her favorite person Randy.

Pe Bo wishes everyone the Joyous of Holidays

Watch for her in the spring!

Owned by:
Sandra Bennett & Bob Prenger
11965 Oregon Avenue North
Champlin, MN 55316

Pe-Bo loves Science Diet

Handled by:
Randolph S. Arand

P.O. Box 301
Iowa City, IA 52245
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WHITE HOUSE

SEMINOLE
KENNEL CLUB

ENID OKLAHOMA

OCTOBER 10, 1992

BEST IN SHOW

CH. WHITEHOUSE CHIEF OF STAFF

Breeder/Owner,
Robyn White-lillg
Route 5, Box 233
Pleasant Hill, MO 64080
816/322-3209

1A Best In Show -A**
Judge. Mrs. Carolyn Thomas
Group I. Miss Arlene Czech

Chief campaigns on Science Wet

Co-Breeder.

Ron Crowder
Whitehouse Special Agent

Emily Sngder, PHA
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WHITE HOUSE

01110T la not ant e. Wilma?
iJL1fl Iwonleilng ouedalloGr

(Ch. Whitehouse Chief O'StafT x Ch. Bahnthars Whitehouse Elation]

WHITEHOUSE
WOODY WILSON

Breeder/Owner.
Robgn Whita-lillg

1 Pt. Mrs. Edna Vogles

WHITEHOUSE
0' JACKIE 0'
3 Pts. Sari Brewster Tiegen
2 Pts. Mrs. Sharon Krogh
1 Pt. Mrs. Edna Vogles

(Ch. Whitehouse Chief O'Staff x Ch. Bahnthal's Whitehouse Elation]

Woody and Jackie 0 vote for Science Diet!

Route 5, Box 233
Pleasant Hill, MO 64080
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WHITE HOUSE

Ill1NO

[Ch. Whitehouse Chief a'Staff x Ch. Bahnthars Whitehouse Elation)

WHITEHOUSE POLITICA!. PARTY

Breeder/Co-Owner.

Robyn White-lillg
Route 5, Box 233
Pleasant Hill, MO 64080
816/322-3209

4 Pts.
3 Pts.
2 Pts.
2 Pts.

Mr. Fred Basset
Mrs. Lois Wolf-White
Mr. Norman Patton
Mrs. Lorraine Masleg

Semi gets parti power on Science Dirt

Owner.
Ron Crowder

4335 West 40 Hwy
Blue Springs, MO 64015

i o $



WHITE

OB-o-F

HOUSE

.,
IN

[Ch. Whitehouse Chief O'Staff x Takashi's Red Hot Polka Dot]

WHITEHOUSE SECRET SERVICEMAN

Breeder/CcrOwner,

Robyn White-Ling

Route 5, Box 233

Pleasant Hill, MO 64080

816/322-3209

3 Pte. Mrs. Beatrice Goodman

Scooter guards his Science Diet!

Owner,

Macg Rains

5712N. Holly Drive

Kansas City, MO 64118
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617 -631 .5196

Champion Stud Service
Puppies

SHUKTI LINGKA
LHASAS

THE HOUSE THAT BLACK BUILT

Kenneth G. & Harriet A. Silverman
27 Brook Road

Marblehead, Mass. 01945

aiyoL Zgala e.:7qAt10:.

Cbiyoko lifures 1000 Times Good

ARE AU_MAN
1 WY ST.. RT. 3

FREEPORT, TEXAS 77547
408 233. !IS]

ou.i.ury ryperzs
FO ri SHOW OR PET
STUO SERVICE

FRagaiMMOVARARWaga(WagaaWkWsaaftatak.:VA

CONDI rIONING
TRAINING

At t. BREEDS

MAX AND CARMEN SPEARS
P.0 BOx 758

COAITON. OKLAHOMA 73601

LHASA APSOS

102 Kenilworth Blvd.. Cranford. N.J. 07016

Joyslyn's Lhasa Apsos 2/93

-show puppies
-companion puppies
-champion stud ser-

vice

Lynn and Joyce Johanson
126 Kurlene Drive • Macomb IL 61455

309437-1665

LHASA APSOS

8/93

Becky Johnson
#1 Tiara

Imperial, MO 63052
314-464 DOGS

TIBETAN SPANIELS

MEMBER A.L A C

t'

:41,11W
Champion Stud Service Puppies

0 H A

1.0.316.3t6

Ruth M Hatcher
(703) 562-1279

2845 Green Ridge Rd
Roanoke. Va. 24019

\ . *"...;"."*'''‘‘%%•\

(.on erawder & addle oeutchesan
4331 po ito Imp blue Jprmg- (.,pois• W228-2_968

\

DEBBIE BURKE
215 887-1770

KALEKO LHASA APSOS

317 Mill Rd.
Oreland, PA 19075
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WHITE HOUSE

UN,. Elia

iCh. Whitehouse Chief O'Staff x Takashi's Red Hot Polka Doti

WHITEHOUSE GIV'M HER HARRY

Breeder/Co-Owner.

Roblln White-Lilly

Route 5, Box 233

Pleasant Hill, MO 64000

816/322-3209

3 Pts. Mrs. Lorraine Boutwell

4 Pts. Mrs. Betsy beady

Truman stops the buck for Science Diet!

Owner,

Paula Robinson

15110 Mackeg
Overland Park, KS 66210

1 1 1



Lhasa Apso Rankings - Jan. 1, 1992 to Sept.5, 1992

REC# Lhasa Name IBOB BIS BISSIGP.1 GP.2 GP.3 GP.4 GP.TO PTS
 + -+ +-+- -+ -+ -+ -+ +-

1 CH. HYLAN SHOTRU STORM BIRD 42 3 4 8 8 4 24 99
2 CH. RHU-HA'S HOU-CHI KOU 28 1 5 8 2 16 53
3 CH. MATABA SINGH IN THE RAIN 21 1 4 2 4 2 12 49
4 CH. WHITEHOUSE CHIEF OF STAFF 21 3 3 4 3 13 45
5 CH. RUFKINS KATAS FRONT PG NEWS 23 1 7 2 1 11 41
6 CH. MARLO SOMETHIN BASIC BLACK 18 2 2 3 7 14 41
7 CH. OAKWYND AFTER DARK 25 2 3 2 3 10 34
8 CH. NORBULINGKA'S SERENDIPITY SAMI 19 1 2 2 1 1 6 28
9 CH. KNOLWOOD'S JOSH BY GOSH 55 1 4 5 10 26
10 CH. RUFKINS RUDOLPH VALENTINO 10 1 3 2 5 23
11 CH. T-RITZ JAZZIN FLORA-BAMA 12 1 1 2 2 5 22
12 CH. JARO'S APACHE WARDANCIN' BEAR 21 1 1 1 2 4 20
13 CH. KINDERLAND TA SEN ROCKWELL 15 2 2 2 6 18
14 CH. RHU-HA'S PAO-SHIH 14 2 2 4 18
15 CH. RJAY'S TWO SOCKS 10 1 3 1 4 16
16 CH. ISABEAU OF ASTARTE 10 1 1 2 4 15
17 CH. ANBARA-RIMER MARY PUPPINS 2 2 0 15
18 CH. REMARC REBELLION AT NICHOW 3 2 1 3 14
19 CH. LAZY MT BUZZ SAW 11 2 1 1 4 13
20 CH. LADELLS SYNERGY 7 1 1 2 4 11
21 CH. NU SENG'S ALL THAT GLITTERS 8 1 1 1 3 10
22 CH. MARLO SOMETHIN EXTRA 15 1 2 3 9
23 CH. ZHANTOR CAPPUCCINO 3 1 1 1 9
24 CH. TATLI SU CHAR-RU DON'T FENCE ME 12 2 1 3 8
25 CH. SAN JO ALL GUSSED UP 7 1 1 2 8
26 CH. SAN SEI ON TARGET 7 2 2 8
27 CH. HOSHIRA HYLAN SHOTRUE BRIE 3 1 1 2 8
28 CH. MARDEL'S WEE WILLIE WONKA 3 1 1 1 8
29 CH. CHARMAR KRISNA KISSIN BANDIT 10 1 1 2 7
30 CH. MOJA'S SUNSHINE GLITTER GIRL 10 1 1 2 7
31 CH. DESIDERATA MISS AMERICAN PYE 7 1 1 2 7
32 CH. MATABA'S WANDERER 14 1 1 2 6
33 CH. LASANG LOVE ME DO 5 1 1 2 6
34 CH. CHAR-RU'S GOT A TIGER TOO 2 1 1 5
35 KRISALA'S LUV LEES MISTER 6 1 1 2 5
36 BARJO SUNTORY LIL PETUNIA 4 1 1 2 5
37 CH. MISTI ACRES LITTLE BIT 0 SAM 1 1 1 5
38 SAN JO ANBARA BRIQUETTE 1 1 0 5
39 CH. PAWPRINTS PARTLY SUNNY 5 1 1 4
40 CH. TALIMER SHOW OFF 5 1 1 4
41 CH. HYLAN SHOTRU THUNDER-BIRD 4 1 1 4
42 CH. DANREW JA-MA RED PRINCE 1 1 1 4
43 CH. KAYLA KALEKO UPSA DAISY 1 1 1 4
44 CH. RU-THE'S KAJUN CREOLE SPICE 1 1 1 4
45 CH. RAMBUL'S SINGLETARY 4 1 1 3
46 CH. TISHA'S IMA DRIVIN MS DAISY 1 1 1 3
47 FLEETFIRE WESTWIND HEADRESS 1 1 1 3
48 CH. MELLI DUSTY'S QUACKERJACK 8 1 1 2
49 CH. GARDENWAY'S JUST A TEASE 7 1 1 2
50 CH. MATABA INNOCENT MAN 4 1 1 2

Compiled from the records of 1992 THE JUDGING FORM
(Copyrtiql-ur publicaTioN of SENTINE[ CONSUtTANTS INC. 0 KEN Tnoy, PRESIdENT)

The Lhasa Apso standings for 1992 are based on a point system as follows:
Best In Show 10 points Group 2 4 points
Best In Specialty Show.  5 points (ALAC 10 pts.) Group 3 3 points
Group 1  5 points Group 4 2 points

In the event of point ties, dog with the highest number of Best of Breeds first. After that dogs are listed alphabedcally.

1 1 2



Continuing in The Orlane Tradition

Ken wood Lhasa 's
Ch. Kenwood Diogenes

Donny has now won Best of Breed in Four Shows, in the heavily competitive Northeast.

Sire : CH. Orlane's Impudent of Windwick Dam : Orlane's Patty-Cake

Pictured with Judge Shirley Thomas taking Best of Breed at the September Rockland
County KC show. Other wins this year KC of Northern NJ under Judge Bessie Pickens,
Suffern County K C under Judge Nancy Riley, and Ramapo K C under Judge Louis
Harris and Best of Oposite Sex at Palisade K C under Judge Dr. Harry Smith .... thank
you all.

Donny's litter sister Kenwood Helen of Troy gave birth to three lovely Lhasa's on
October 15 th, sired by Ch. Orlane's Shot In The Dark. We have one Bitch and 2 Dogs
who we hope will be at our National Specialty in June. Helen will be back in the ring
next year to finish her championsip.

BREEDER - OWNERS
Kenneth & Barbara Troy
29 Miller Road
Wayne, NJ 07470

HANDLED BY
Judy Hearney
33 Tilden Ave.
Beacon, NY 12508

We Feed Science Diet For Healthy Lhasas
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One stereotypic behavior started last fall (after 2
1/2 years of Dexadrine) and is of some concern to us.
Occasionally, about an hour after receiving a pill,
Barney will go under the bed and bark shrilly at regular
intervals as if quite alarmed. It is impossible to get him
out from under the bed, but once he comes out, he is fine
as if nothing happened. More puzzling, when we de-
nied him access to the bed, he was fine and did not try
to find an alternative location. Also, he did not seem
upset that he could no longer get to it. Lately he has
been standing inside a closet, facing the corner and
barking. Again, if we deny him access to the closet, he
does not seem upset. Besides being quite annoyed at
this behavior, we are concerned as to his state of mind
at the time. This is the only really troubling side effect
we have seen on any of the drugs he has been on, except
for the acute problem from the primidone.

After almost three years on Dexadrine®, Barney is
developing some tolerance to the drug. We switched to
time-release Spansules in late 1991 after the regular
capsules began to lose their effect. Even the Spansules
last only 5 or 6 hours. Administering amphetamines for
long periods of time can cause a chronic depletion of
catecholamine neurons, leading to a tolerance to the
drug or to the fatigue or depression observed after its
withdrawal. (Cooper et al.)

Part of the reason why Barney, when not medi-
cated, is more aggressive now than he was several years
ago — besides the natural course of aggression — may
be that he experiences this withdrawal after the dosage
wears off. In humans, prolonged use of amphetamines
can lead to psychotic-like behavior as well as fatigue
and listlessness once the drug is withdrawn. Since it is
virtually impossible to apply human psychological
evaluation to canines, we do not know if this is the case
with Barney, but the possibility is of concern to us. We
avoid leaving Barney with other dogs and do not
interact with him unless necessary when he is not
medicated.

For approximately three weeks we substituted
Ritalie(methylphenidate hydrochloride) for Dexadrine®,
and it seemed to give Barney a break from the latter
drug. Ritalin® was better in that Barney did not exhibit
any of the before mentioned stereotypies while medi-
cated and was far less agitated. However Ritalin® has a
shorter half-life than Dexadrine®, lasting only 4 1/2 to
5 hours, so we had to medicate him more often at 15 mg.
per dosage. We abandoned that drug because it wore
off with virtually no warning and was wearing off more
quickly all the time.

At this point it is difficult to tell exactly what is
going on with Barney, and perhaps only a cranial
necropsy will tell the entire story. His (limited) neuro-
logical exams have been normal. What makes his
behavior puzzling is that his response to other canines

and to strangers is deferential — he can clearly dis-
criminate as to whom he wishes to show aggression, or
else these situations for some reason simply do not
elicit an automatic aggressive response. There is some
method to his madness or he would "flail out" at other
dogs and people as well.

Why do we do this?
We have been asked many times why we put up

with this behavior, especially now that we have other
nice Lhasas and are involved in showing dogs. First, a
generalization.

A study was designed by Dr. Victoria Voith sev-
eral years ago to investigate why owners keep pets
despite serious behavior problems. Data were collected
on 100 cases presented to the University of Pennsylva-
nia School of Veterinary Medicine for serious behavior
problems, including aggression. Clients were asked
why they had kept a pet so long despite the problem, and
55 percent answered with a statement of affection, such
as "I love him." The second most frequent answer was
a humanitarian reason such as, "No one else would take
this animal; therefore, I have to keep it." Another
response was, "You wouldn't get rid of a child because
it had a behavior problem, would you?" (Voith 1985)

If an owner decides not to keep a pet because of a
behavior problem, says Voith, the decision is usually
reached with considerable sorrow and regret. They
know that the pet is a domestic animal, but feel about it
as though it were a person — often a child.

It is certainly reasonable to say that these three
reasons apply to us. We do love Barney, no one else
would want him and we can't see "getting rid of him"
because of a behavior problem. This writer also has a
natural curiosity about the mechanisms of the brain and
how they influence behavior, so this has been a valuable
learning experience.

Some say we are courageous to battle this problem
but, in reality, we don't have the courage to have him
euthanized. As long as he is happy, in good health and
nearly everyone's favorite of all of our dogs, it simply
seems inconceivable, at least at this point, to arbitrarily
choose a day to end his life. We are aware, of course,
that a time will come, perhaps soon, that we will have to
euthanize him, for example if his aggression escalates,
he ceases to be predictable or we feel the other dogs are
in danger.

We hope others can learn from our experience. The
study of behavior is relatively new in veterinary medi-
cine, since the mid 1970's, so we hope Barney's medical
history can help researchers. We also hope to present
Barney as an example of what can happen when people
breed dogs only to make money or breed for conforma-
tion only, ignoring what we now realize is the most
important factor — temperament.



Presents
TIARA'S ONE FOR THE ROAD

BEST
OF

WINNERS

CRAB ORCHARD

KENNEL CLUB

OCTOBER 1992

MEYER PHOTO

BY RAY

(CH TAI CHI'S VOUVRAY X CH TIARA'S DREAM LOVER)
WELPHED 11-22-91

BREEDERS:
ALICE FINLEY & BECKY JOHNSON

RHODA TRAVELS WITH HER SCENCE DIET

OWNER/HANDLER
BECKY JOHNSON

#1 TIARA
IMPERIAL MO 63052

314-464-DOGS
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Ethically we have no reservations about our treat-
ment of Barney. He is not in pain nor is he unhappy. He
has the run of most of the house, is never physically or

mentally abused and he has not harmed anyone. We are

concerned about the possible withdraw symptoms
mentioned earlier, but at this point we are not sure how
to approach that problem. As he gets older and other
physical problems begin to alter his behavior (he has
moderate hip dysplasia and osteoarthritis), we may not
get the same results. Until then, we make the most of
each day with Barney, enjoy his company immensely
and are glad we were able to extend his life in such a
way that he has remained healthy and happy and has
caused no harm to anyone.

We would like to stress that a program such as this
is not for everyone. It requires a lot of work (total
domination of the dog at all times) and can be emotion-

ally stressful. We have been particularly lucky that
Barney responded so well to obedience commands,
making his behavior modification so successful. The
training could not have worked without 100 percent
cooperation from the dog and total commitment from

his two "owners."
Also, we would not recommend this procedure to

anyone with a larger dog which could inflict great
injury or to someone in a household with children or

elderly people.
Above all, we urge breeders not to use a dog with

any level of aggression for breeding purposes, no
matter how wonderful the dog's physical qualities are.
Unfortunately, this seems to be the case in many breeds,
including in the Lhasa apso. There are many nice
Lhasas (and other individuals of any breed) available
for breeding stock without having to perpetuate this
emotionally (and physically) painful trait.

NOTE: Just before submitting this article, we tempo-

rarily stopped the Dexadrine and gave Barney an anorectic
drug called Pondimin® (fenfluramine), which is closely
related to amphetamine, but is a central nervous system

depressant rather than a stimulant. (Thank you to Dr.

Kenneth Guyer for the idea.) The drug has been used

with mixed results in children with infantile autism,

and is believed to have a dopaminergic action. It also

may effect the neurotransmitter serotonin, which is a

factor in motor activity, aggression and impulsivity.

Some studies in autistic children showed a reduction in

stereotyped sensormotor activity, a decrease in anxiety

and mood difficulties and an improvement in attention.

On Pondimin®, Barney exhibited no stereotypical

behavior, seemed very happy and interested in his

surroundings, obeyed obedience commands somewhat

better than when on Dexadrine®, interacted more with

the other dogs and, as unscientific as this may sound,

seemed very "happy." He awaited us in the morning

with his tail wagging, and grabbed our slippers all the
way outside. Barney liked to be "around" — as if to
help out, and would do anything for a cookie.

However, his level of aggression was higher than
when he was on Dexadrine®, in that he growled and
snarled if approached while sleeping, but then he got up
and followed us out of the room as if nothing happened.
He also was not as willing to be handled. Part of the
problem may have been the difficulty in administering
the drug; it was necessary to give him slightly less than
1/8 of a tablet twice a day. Too much sedated him, and
too little did nothing. He also had mild diarrhea and
some pruritis (itching) during that time. The drug did
serve the purpose of giving him a "drug holiday" from
the Dexadrine for about four weeks. When we put him
back on Dexadrine® we only had to give him one 5 mg.
Spansule per day. We may use Pondimin® occasionally
for these drug holidays, and use that time to reward his
positive behavior and see how much benefit we can
derive from that drug.

We would like to thank Dr. Kristen King and Dr.
Victoria Voith for their time and expertise in treating
Barney. And we would like to thank Barney for all the
joy he has given us, despite the sorrow.
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NEW CHAMPION

CH 111Clili RED IN LOVE

Our 1st show dog is now our 2nd champion. Red's shown here going BOW for 2

points under Judge Carolyn Thomas to finish with 16 points. A special thank you to all

the judges that saw the beauty in our 10 1/4 ' boy. Many thanks to everyone who

helped two beginners get started. Ron Crowder, Eddie Hutchinson, the Herbels, CL

Eudy, the Golemons and Robyn and Dick Lily for all the times they opened their home

to us. Just to name a few, well always remember you. Most of all Julie Thomas for

without her grooming help we'd never would of looked so good.

All of us here at OK'E would like to join Whitehouse Read My Lips OK'E in con-

gratulating her Dad, Ch Whitehouse Chief of Staff on his BEST IN SHOW win. Way-to-go-

Dad
Red will go home to be spoiled with the rest of the OK'Es. He will be at stud to

approved girls.

Owner/Handled
Kathy Dickson
PO Box 114
Cleveland OK 74020 Red loves his Science Diet
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American Lhasa Apso Club
Annual Awards Form

AWARD YEAR -January 1 to December 31, 1992

Please Submit ONE Form Per Award
Please TYPE or PRINT all Information

Please Submit By April 1st
Eddie Hutcheson, ALAC Awards Chairperson
4335 West 40th Highway
Blue Springs, MO 64015-9531
816/228-2968

Award Applying For: 

Name of Dog: 

Actual or Primary Owner: 

Address:  

City:  State:   Zip: 
Co-Owner(s): 

Person Applying for Award: 

Please till out information that applies to the Award asked for

A. CHAMPION or OBEDIENCE AWARD

Date Finished  AKC Gazette: Month  Year 
B. Register of Merit SIRE: - (List 5 Champions with AKC Gazette Month & Year)
C. Register of Merit DAM: - (List 3 Champions with AKC Gazette Month & Year)
D. Register of Merit BREEDER: - (List 10 Champions with AKC Gazette Month & Year)
E. Register of Merit OBEDIENCE: - (List 3 Titles Completed with AKC Gazette Month & Year)
F. JUNIOR SHOWMANSHIP: - (List 8 wins with AKC Gazette Month & Year)
G. TOP PRODUCER OF THE YEAR: - Sire & Dam (List Champions with AKC Gazette Month & Year)

1. Month: Year:
2. Month: Year:
3. Month: Year:
4. Month: Year:
5. Month: Year:
6. Month: Year:
7. Month: Year:
8. Month: Year:
9. Month: Year:
10. Month: Year:
11. Month: Year:
12. Month: Year:

If you are not planning to attend the Awards Banquet at the National Specialty,
please send $4.00 to cover mailing of the plaque directly to you.

Duplicate Plaques for co-owners and/or Old Plaques are available at the cost of:
$10.00 for Championship and Obedience Awards
$12.00 for Register of Merit Awards
$15.00 for Special Awards Please make all checks payable to ALAC118



LADELL 

CH DEL REY'S BABE OF GLORY
(BLS BM CH RUDOLPH VALENTINO X HALE ALI! BLAZE OF GLARY)

Being awarded BOS at the LACNC SPECIALTY
Judge - DON EVANS

(Now rumor has it that Molly's been fooling around with the BOYS in the Breed Ring!)

WE HAVE TO ADMIT IT'S TRUE"""
And we thank these judges who gave her BOB for being there!

Dr. William Houpt, Anna Schneider-Louter, Ann Crisp, Joe Walton,

and Carlos De Bango - Group 3!

LADELL LHASAS • 1386 DUNNING DRIVE. LAGUNA BEACH, CA 92651 4714-494-8322
Molly devours SCIENCE DLET
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"Dancer" is owned & loved
by Frank & Barbara Trujillo
THE BEARS DEN

JARO LHASA N CHINS
1346 W Ralston St Ontario CA 91762

714-984-0812

whddping it up in Houston

LHASA APSO CLUB

CF GREAT ER HOUSTON

BE ST F

BREED

BISS CH JAROS APACHE WAR DANCIN BEAR
(Ch Jaros Texas Teddy Bear X Ch Jaros Summerhill Jhazmyn)

The Thrill of a Lifetime cannot be properly expressed in words.
Mr Roy Ayers - Thank you! Thank you!

Bred, Co-owner & Handled

by Richard & Judith Comae°
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Whd ping it up in Pasadena

BISS CH JAROS APACHE WAR DANCIN BEAR
(Ch Jaros Texas Teddy Bear X Ch Jaros Summerhill Jhazrnyn)

Dancer is pictured being awarded a Group II by Mr Charles Kushell at the prestigious Kennel

Club of Pasadena, in tough California Competition. This young dog is holding his own not only

at the hotly contested breed level, but at the group level as well. Dancer is the sire of 2 cham-

Pions to date with 7 pointed, and major pointed get as well.

Dancer's excellent structure is surpassed only by his sweet temperment - a trait he's passed on
to
his get.

Dancer is

Owned & loved
by Frank & Barbara Trujillo
THE BEARS DEN

Bred, Co-owner & Handled
by Richard & Judith Camacho

JARO LHASA N CHINS
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AIR IZONA

YAH-POON LHASAS
Hank and Patty Balconi
3035 W Camino Del Yucca
Sahuarita AZ 85629
602-626-4171
P S

CALIFORNIA

ME-TU LHASA APSOS
June O'Brien
Firewatet Ranch
11079 Loma Rica Road
Marysville CA 95901
916-743-7266
P. D.

CHEN LHASA APSOS ROM
Pat & Torn Chenoweth
496 Bird Avenue
Los Gatos CA 95030
408-395-1932
P. S.

MARIO LHASA APSOS ROM

Lynn Lowy
PO Box 5284
Beverly Hills CA 90209
310-859-3930
P. D. S

COLORADO

CLARET LHASA APSOS
Deborah Wc.lisleben

7 Claret Ash
Littleton CO 80127
303-973-0885
RD. S.

FLORDIA

TARA HUFF
Peggy Huffman
12524 SE Co Hwy 467
Belleview FL 32620
904-245-6151
P. D. S.

A/1A5 -3ACI-11.4-3ETTS

SHUKTILINGKA LHASAS
Ken & Harriet Silverman
27 'Brook Road
Marblehead MA 01945
617-631-5196
P. D. S.

MICHIGAN

ARKAY LHASA APSOS
BJU & Becki Kraus
4215 Bishop Road
Detroit MI 48224
313-886-6292
P. D. S.

BRYN WOOD LHASA APSOS
Dennis & Anne Olejniczak
74565 Van Dyke
Romeo MI 48065
303-752-6674
P. D. S

LORNICH KENNELS
Lorrie Nichiow
35445 Mound
Sterling Heights MI 48310
313-979-2507
P. D. S,

MATABA
Mike & Carolyn Milan
1 loop §tcApp Ln
Holly, Mr-48442
313-634-1717
P D S

MISSOURI

TIARA
Becky Johnson
1 Tiara
Imperial MO 63052
314-464-3647
P. D. S.

SAN-DHI'S \miLHASA APSOS

q99dr-ast 
'e

ue dows Rd. NW
uergye NM9gI114

:60:.)649

NEW HAMPSHIRE

TALIMER
Terre Mohr
110 Dearborn Rd
Auburn NH 03032
603-483-0833
P D $

JA-MA
Janet 8c Mary Whitman
9 Aspen Ct
Pomona NY 10970
914-362-3859

BIHAR
Carol A Strong
4634 Uncklaen Rd
c qm.lciyigyY 13035-9756
158O37

PENNSYLVINNA

KAUKO LHASA APSOS
Debbie Burke
317 M1t1R6d
Oreland PA 19075
216-887-1770
P. D. S.

MECO LHASA APSOS
Beverly Cowatch
Box 490
$henango Park Road
Transfer PA 16154
412-646-0741

WYNDWOOD
Kay and Bobby Hales
600 Carriage Hills Blvd
Conroe -IX 77384
409-273,2396
P. D. S.

VIRGINIA

RHU-HA LHASAS
Ruth M Hatcher
2845 Green Ridge Rd
Roonoke VA 24019
703-562-1279
P. D. S

SAN SEI LHASAS
Susan Rich
HO 38 Box 960
Winchester VA 22601
703-888-4175
P D S

VERMONT

NORBULINGKA fir
Phyllis R Marcy,
PO Box 174
Thetford Hill VT 05074
802-785-4558

WISCONSIN

WOODLYN
Lynn Replogle
1218 Amsterdam Ave
Madison WI 53716-1507
608-221-4332
P. D. S.

1 22



IT WAS NO TRICK!
ON HALLOWEEN, WE WERE TREATED TO
A NEW HOMEBRED CHAMPION!

BEST OF

WINNERS
NEW CHAMPION

MARION
KENNEL CLUB

OCT

i992 P14010 8

*Ch. Shao-Lin Jus-Fur Kicks
(Ch. Tall Oaks Jus-Fur Fun ROM* x DanBa Sharil Shiawassee)

Our "Roamin" is shown winning BOW to complete his championship at Northeastern
Indiana Kennel Club, October 31, 1992. Thank you, Edd Bivin, for this prestigious
win and your wonderful compliments. What a nice way to "wrap it up"!
Finished with 3 majors, 2 major wins under breeder-judges, 2 BOBs from the classes,

SHARIL R.O.M.
Cherlynn Jozwick and Amy Andrews
23819 Barfield Farmington Hills MI 48336 (313) 478-3894

*pending AKC confirmation
Roamin' does tricks for a Science Diet treat.
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"The Proof of A Dog's True Worth Is In The Quality Of Its Get"

Jolee's Brynwood Billie Jean ROM (eligible)

BIS ENG/INT CH Saxonsprings Cascade
INT CH Saxonsprings Supaguy

BIS ENG CH Annakapelli of Saxonsprings
Saxonsprings Supafine

Saxonsprings Litzi

CH Jolee's Never Give Up

CH Delami Gangbusters

Delami Jolee's L'eggs ROM

Shyr-Lyz Devil Woman

Jolee's Brynwood Billie Jean ROM (eligible)

Morgan of Saxonsprings

ENG CH Saxonsprings Zako

Saxonsprings Dze-Tu

Saxonsprings Carisma ROM

Bred, Owned & Loved by .•

,en2 7.3r2ti, 00 a

Denise & Anne Olejniczak
74565 Van Dyke
Romeo, Michigan 48065
313-752-5674

Hardacre Pied Piper

ENG CH Saxonsprings Chussekuan

ENG CH Saxonsprings Zako

Scarlet Ens

BIS CH Orlane's Span-Kieh CD ROM

CH Shyr-Lyz Sassi Red Hots

CH Morknoll Chok's Grand Slam ROM

CH Shyr-Lyz Chatti Kathi

ENG CH Wyerly Hermes

ENG CH Hera of Torrens

Namista Norbu

Chi Ri of Cacique

Hardacre Namista Khan

ENG CH Tungwei of Coburg

ENG CH Hardacre Ang Tharkey
BIS ENG CH Annakapelli of Saxonsprings

Beautybox Jal Cee

Billie ROMps to the bowl for Science Diet

Co-Breeder:

orEE Zfia5..a c_4/21.01
Jolene Cazzola
Ocala, Florida
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grz12,1700d
Group Placing CH Brynwood's William H Bonney

(Sired by AM CAN CH Kenworth's Buck-In-Ere At Marbledale)

3 majors
Breeder/Owner Handled
1992 WB at Summer GMLAC Specialty

Major pointed from puppy class
3 majors

Group 3 from the Classes
Breeder/Owner Handled

1991 Futurity Winner at ALAC Specialty
1992 WD at Spring NCALAC Specialty

CH Brynwood's Highland Heather

(Sired by AM CAN CH Kenworth's Buck-In-Ere At Marbledale)

(Not Pictured)

CH Brynwood's Hope and Glory sired by AM CAN CH Hopefull's Helious of Knolwood is co-owned with
Paul and Sandy Topor. She was breeder/owner handled and major pointed from the puppy class, acquiring 5 BOB's and
a Group 4 from the classes.

Billie's last litter was sired by the late "GREAT" AM CAN CH Shari! Patent Pending ROM. Watch for their kids:
Brynwood's Paczki of Romeo owned by Krystyna Green; Brynwood's Basic English, co-owned with Greg & Jackie
DuPont; and Brynwood's Angelique.

Willie and Heather bred & owned by:

...C137yrztv-ood TrY2

Denise & Anne Olejniczak
74565 Van Dyke
Romeo, Michigan 48065
313-752-5674

Willie & Heather
"Fight for the Right" to eat Science Diet
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DIE X( CO UN G.

The other day Mr. E.Z.

Mark brought his four year old

dachshund in for his annual

physical examination and

vaccinations. Mr. Mark

complained that his dog,

Insatiable, was losing energy

and having difficulty getting

around. I did a complete

physical examination; nose,

teeth, eyes, ears, heart and

lungs, skin, hair coat, bones

and joints it all looked

pretty good to me.
The only abnormal finding

I came up with was Insatiable's

weight. This dog that should

have weighed around 15

pounds tipped the scales at a

whopping 34 pounds. I told

Mr. Mark, "Your dog is fat!"

"Oh," he replied, "I'd like a

second opinion."

So I gave him one: "O.K.

He's so fat, he's ugly, too."

It was obvious why Insatiable

was unable to get around. He

couldn't stand up for very long

holding twice his normal

weight. So he spend most of

his time sleeping, like a walrus

on the rocks. I would do the

same thing if I were in his

condition.
After the holidays, most of

our four-legged friends have a

little too much weight to carry

around. Too many goodies, not

enough exercise, and we all put
on a little extra weight.

"Well, how did he go so

fat?", asked EZ.

"He probably gets his food

from some human he lives

with, wouldn't you say?"

"It's certainly not me, "was

the prepared answer E.Z.

Mark came back with. About

that time, the blob of fat and

fur on the exam table gave a

whimper as he struggled to his

feet. Old Mr. Mark handed
him a tidbit he kept in his
pocket for just such occasions.

"See?" I exclaimed. "You're
feeding him too much."

E.Z. Mark was well
defended.
"He looks up at me with

those puppy dog eyes as if he's

hungry all the time. I can't let

him starve to death."

Since E.Z. used the word

first, I felt it was time to

expound up it. "Death?
Death? That's exactly what
you are causing in this dog by
feeding him so much...."And
the 25 minute "Obesity in

Pets" lecture started like an old

rerun of my favorite move. I

almost forgot to vaccinate
Insatiable at the end of the

office call.

The point is, you may be

killing your dogs with kindness.

_

I don't know of any other way

to say it. Estimates vary, but

some suggest that up to 85% of

owned dogs are overweight.
It's your fault.

Pets suffer from most of the

same things people do with

obesity; heart disease, liver

disease, kidney disease,

arthritis, shortness of
breath...the list goes on. Even

if your pet doesn't come down

with a specific disease, his life

span will be shortened.
How much fat should your

dog have compared to muscle?

We don't really know. But

body composition is so
important the Morris Animal

Foundation is funding a study
at the Virginia/Maryland
Regional Veterinary College to
determine body fat composition

in dogs. This will enable

veterinarians to adjust drug

dosages more accurately.
For now, though, you and

your vet are on your own in

handling your pet's obesity.

The biggest obstacle vets have
with the obese pet is dealing

with the owners. If you aren't

convinced that your dog needs

to lose weight, the dog will stay

fat. The problem encompasses

the whole family. Everyone in

the household must be aware

that the dog needs to be a diet,
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WYN i_AK
LHASA APSOS

CH WrNSUMS IsTATIGHTS SEW NAUGHTY

BEST OF

BREED OR VARIETY

NEW CHAMPION
PENOBSCOT

VALLEY
KENNEL CLUB
DCTOSEP

4,
1992

.04m-,Aaom,41

SANDY TATHAM:,

(Ch Bihars Attitude Adjustment X Ch Wynsums Tashi Lullaby)

Our young homebred Keeper is shown finishing her championship in great style
with her third major and Best of Breed under judge Joe Gregory. Our thanks to
judges Jean Fancy (major), James Reynolds (major), Betty Krause & Betty
Dullinger with a special thank you to Mr Gregory.

Breeder - Owner - Handler
Wynsum - Evelyn Domings

14 Woodland Circle, Methuen, MA 01844

508-682-4168

Wynsum breeds winners with Science Diet
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Vadex 10, 19.92

jar: 01140.Q a 2a3

The overall appearance of the puppies was impressive. I expected only puppy behavior and

was rewarded with excellent ring demeanor. Heads were varied in shape and size, but few

possessed our (Lhasa Apso) terrier type head.

Length of backs in most puppies was too long for me. Front assembly was better than

anticipated, however, improvement should be a breeders continued priority. I was some what

disappointed with the closeness of the rears. One must understand that correct reach and drive

equals sound movement. Remembering the days when "Red was in" encourages one to seek

intense colors as befits oriental breeds. Accordingly color and coat texture most often

compliment each other. My Best In Sweeps Dog and Best Opposite Sex Bitch exhibited to me

the best overall type, structure and performance. They filled my eye and said "Lhasa Apso"

Thank you for allowing me to share another Lhasa Apso experience.

Now back to the drawing board where there is much work to be done, and let's all strive to

breed only to improve, improve, improve.

FAT DOGS-DIE YOUNG
Continued

and must support the effort.

It's no fun being on a diet, so

everyone must pitch in to help

the dog lose weight.
One important fact to

remember when working on a

weight problem is that most

dogs are instinctive eaters.

Nature tells them to eat when

food is there. Look at your

dog's cousin, the coyote. When

he makes a kill, he eats all he

can. He doesn't know when

the next kill is coming and he
doesn't have a refrigerator to

store the food for midnight
snacks. If he doesn't eat it
now, some else will.

If you suspect your pet is
overweight, consult your
veterinarian. He or she will

first rule out metabolic diseases

that can cause obesity

problems. Then you can get

started on a weight reduction
program. It will take some
time and will-power, but it will

be worth it if you can lengthen

your dog's life. So how about

it? Start the new year right.

Don't make excuses like E.Z.

Mark!
-Robert Hilssenroth, DVM,
Reprinted from Good Dog!-
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-Jr Seasons greetings from Hylan Sho Tru
to all our freinds here and abroad-mf

Judge: Keke Kahn

Group Winning
Ch Hylan Sho Tru Snow Update

Midge Hylton, Pat Keen, and Shirley Ray
3910 Morse Road, Lodi CA, 95240

209-369-4388

We feed Science Diet
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Sap Sei 
hasas

e(Pedt.ett9, Va“, Cal cie11.43-601, cie)Clay

ZO-Va 63-ta /fcilope,ipeo

ett, eitZ CerMe‘t9, ve434 

San Sei Wuff n' Rheddy (Santa) San Sei Sundancer, CDX

San Sei Little Miss Chips, CD San Sei Kopper Kricket, CD

The Obedience Crew at San Sei

'Santa" and his elves look for Science Diet in their Stockings!

Sue Rich 1499 Chestnut Grove Road Winchester, Virginia 22603 (703)888-4175
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Sat) Sei 
kasaa Ch. San Sei On Target

(Ch. Tall Oak's Jus-Fur Fun x Ch. Gar San's On Center of San Sei)

Target is proud of:

His Son: New Champion ChaLin Gar-San Hidden Cache owned by Mrs. William
W. Clark. Bred and shown by Linda Tackett and Sue Guilmino.

His 2nd Son: ChaLin Gar-San Hidden Target on his frist two points.

His Daughter: ChaLin Gar-San Hidden Joy - 3 point major at Tidewater Kennel
Club under judge Joe Gregory.

His Dam: Ch. Gar-San's On Center of San Sei on her 2nd Champion - Ch. San
Sei Dare to Dream. Two more pointed and three in the wings.

His Sire: Ch. Tall Oaks Jus-Fur Fun on his ROM eligibility. 9 Champions to date!

• His Grand Sire: Ch. Tai Chi Vouvray on his 6th Champion making him ROM6;6 
eligible too!

•
Target munches on Science Diet!

Sue Rich 1499 Chestnut Grove Road Winchester, Virginia 22603 (703)888-4175
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SPECIAL AKC BULLETIN

Proper Identification of Dogs

With the implementation of the new inspections sys-
tem, many questions have been asked concerning iden-
tification. Prior to getting into the discussion of identifi-
cation, it is important to understand that these require-
ments are not new, and that the explanation provided is
based on current AKC Rules and Regulations. Chapter
3A, Section 3 of the Rules Applying to Registration and
Dog Shows (the "Rules") provides as follows:

"Each person who breeds, keeps, transfers owner-
ship or possession of, or deals in dogs that are
registered or to be registered with The American
Kennel Club, whether he acts as principal, agent
or sells on consignment, must follow such prac-
tices as, consistent with the number of dogs
involved, will preclude any possibility of error in
identification of any individual dog or doubt as to
the parentage of any particular dog or litter."

Chapter 3A, Section 4 of the Rules reads as follows:

"The American Kennel Club or its duly authorized
representative shall have the right to inspect the
records required to be kept and the practices
required to be followed by these rules and by any
regulations adopted under them, and to examine
any dog registered or to be registered with The
American Kennel Club."

The Board of Directors, under the authority given
them in Chapter 3A of the Rules, has developed
Regulations for Record Keeping and Identification of
Dogs. As it relates to identification, the Regulations, in
part, state:

"Each person covered by these Regulations must
follow such practices as, consistent with the num-
ber of dogs involved, will preclude any possibility
of error in identification of any individual dog or
doubt as to the parentage of any particular dog or
litter."

Thus, if more than one dog is shipped to some new
owner or if a number of similar dogs are kept in a ken-
nel or a pet shop, a system must be used, such as mark-
ing, tagging or tattooing each dog, which will preclude

any possible error in identities, and a record of the iden-
tifying information must be kept. Puppies from different
litters must be so segregated, marked or identified, that
there can be no doubt as to the parents or age of a par-
ticular puppy, and the identifying information must be
recorded.

In situations where the recorded owner(s) has two or
more dogs of the same breed and sex, that individual is
required to have an appropriate system of identification.
As noted above, the identification must be on each dog;
therefore, identification appearing only on the dog's
crate or pen is not acceptable. The identification on
each of the dogs must be unique and must be recorded
on the dog's written record. Acceptable forms of identi-
fication are collars, tattoos and microchips. If a
microchip system of identification is used, the owner is
required to have in his possession at all times a scanner
so that the identification can be read. It is not accept-
able for the owner to obtain a scanner for the sole pur-
pose of identification at the time of an AKC inspection,
since the need to utilize identification is a daily func-
tion. With tattoos and collars, the identification system
should consist of letters, numbers or a combination of
both. Although it is not required, it is recommended
that the dog be tattooed or tagged with its AKC regis-
tration number, which will automatically refer to the
dog's record and AKC registration paper.

Identification is to be maintained so that a third party,
with no knowledge of the dogs, can match AKC papers
and records with a dog. The fact that other family mem-
bers, kennel help, friends or neighbors may know the
identity of the dog does not negate the owner's respon-
sibility to have identification on the dog. The use of
sketches, pictures, nose prints or relying on an owner's
memory is unacceptable as a means of identification.

Identification is the keystone in the protection of the
integrity of the Stud Book. An individual can have an
accurate recordkeeping system, but if there is no identi-
fication system on the dogs; or if the identification sys-
tem is inaccurate, the recordkeeping system means
nothing. Therefore, it is incumbent upon all of us in the
fancy to see that we strictly comply with the Rules and
Regulations for identification.



SAN JO DRESSED TO THE NINES
(Am/Can Ch. San Jo Rumors Flying x Ch. San Jo Anbara Fancy Pants)

"Chip' sends a San Jo wish to one and all for a very
Happy Holiday and blessings in the year ahead!

Marianne L Nixon
206/885-3149

Leslie Ann Engen
SAN .10 LHASA APSOS 206/788-5454

Chip cherishes his Science Diet!
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THE AMERICAN LHASA APSO CLUB

NOW SHIPPING!
1988-1990
CHAMPION-
C.D. YEARBOOK

CHAMPION - C.D. YEARBOOKS

1976 CH-CD YEARBOOK

 1977 CH-CD YEARBOOK

 1978-81 CH-CD YEARBOOK

 1982-83 CH-CD YEARBOOK

 1984 CH-CD YEARBOOK

 1985-87 CH-CD YEARBOOK

(SOFTBOUND)

(SOFTBOUND)

(HARDBOUND)

(LOOSELEAF)

(LOOSELEAF)

(LOOSELEAF)

  1978-81, 1982-83 & 1984 SPECIAL PACKAGE OF THE 3

ADDRESS 
(no p o box numbers please)

STATE ZIP

MAKE CHECKS (OR MONEY ORDERS) PAYABLE TO ALAC

MAIL TO: DOT PRIMM
RT 2 BOX 218
PARIS MO 97009

110 +72 shipping

+ $2 shipping

+ $4 shipping

+ $4 shipping

+ $2 shipping

+ $3 shipping

+ $6 shipping

$10

$30

$20

$10

$25

$50
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AKC Telephone Directory

NOTE: The following AKC telephone numbers are
EXCLUSIVELY for Dog Legislation and
Registration Information, respectively. Calls
cannot be transferred from these departments
to other AKC department numbers. Be sure to
call other AKC departments directly for other
Inquiries.

1-800-AKC-TELL (or 1-800-252-8355) AKC DOG LAWS 24-
HOUR HOTLINE is designed to take calls from indi-
viduals and clubs on local dog legislation. Callers
should leave their names and numbers. Those with
questions will get a call back between 8:30 a.m. and
4:15 p.m. Eastern time, Monday through Friday.

(919) 233-9767 Registration Information: Hours-8:30 a.m.
to 6:30 p.m. Eastern time. This office is responsible
for handling all calls involving any type of registration
(including Foreign Registration) question or problem.
When you want any AKC registration forms or
answers to registration questions this is the office to
call. If you are calling about a registration applica-
tion, keep in mind that the normal processing time is
approximately two to three weeks. If you want to
check the status of an application you submitted, you
must be able to provide the customer service repre-
sentative with the breeding information on your dog
or litter.
Registration Application: breed, sex, litter number,
name choice.
Transfer Application: breed, registered name, reg-
istration number.
Litter Application: breed, date of birth, registered
name and number of sire and dam.

All registrations and related correspondence should
be directed to American Kennel Club,
5580 Centerview Drive, Raleigh, NC 27606

(212) 696-8208 Investigations and Inspections: The work of
this department involves inspections of recordkeeping
and identification practices and investigations into
registration rule violations.

(212) 696-8281 Event Records: This is the department that
processes and records the official results of all
licensed Shows, Obedience, Field Trials, Hunting
Tests and Herding Events and issues Certificates of
Championship, Obedience, Hunting and Herding
Titles. Title certificates are mailed approximately 4 to
6 weeks after the event at which the dog has fin-
ished the requirements for the title. If you are inquir-
ing about a title certificate please have the breed,
name and number of your dog available, as well as
the complete name of the club and the date of the
event at which your dog completed the require-
ments for its title.

(212) 696-8262 Judging Information: If you would like details
about a dog show or obedience trial judges applica-
tion, this is the number to call.

(212) 696-8232 Event Plans: Everything having to do with the
processing of paperwork for sanctioned and licensed
Shows, Obedience and Field Trials and Hunting Tests.

(212) 696-8276 Obedience, Herding and Lure Coursing
Department: Call this number if you have questions
about obedience, herding or lure coursing regulations
and judging requirements. This area also handles lure
coursing event schedules and results.

(212) 696-8286 AKC/ACHA Coonhound Department: This is
696-8306 the department that processes registrations,
696-8360 pedigrees, hunt and bench show dates, new

clubs, bench show and hunt results and cham-
pionship titles for all Coonhounds.

(212) 696-8225 By-Laws Inquiries: If your club is approved to
hold licensed or member dog shows, obedience trials
or field trials, and you have a question about your
club's constitution or by-laws call this number.

(212) 696-8207 New Clubs: Are you forming a dog club or in
the process of becoming fully acredited by AKC? This
is the number to call.

(212) 696-8231 Communications: For public relations infor-
mation, or other ways we can help your club with in-
formation or educational services, call this number.

(212) 696-8333 Gazette, Editorial: This is the number to call for
everything having to do with AKC's monthly maga-
zine, Pure-Bred Dogs/American Kennel Gazette,
EXCEPT subscription and advertising. (See following.)

(212) 696-8260 Advertising: For information and rates to
advertise in the GAZETTE, EVENTS CALENDAR, or
AKC AWARDS, call this number.

(919) 233-9780 Subscriptions: Have a question about your
subscription? Want to place an order for an AKC mag-
azine? This is the number to call.
Magazines: Pure-Bred Dogs/American Kennel
Gazette, American Kennel Club Awards, American
Kennel Club Stud Book Register.

(919) 233-9780 Audio/Visual Programs: This is the number to
call to order any of AKC's AV programs. All programs
are available in VHS or Beta formats.

(212) 696-8245 Library: Contact AKC's library for specialized
research and bibliographic questions. Visiting hours
are 8:30 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. daily except Saturday,
Sunday and holidays.

(212) 696-8200 Main Switchboard: (New York) Use this num-
ber if you are uncertain what department or who to call
for non-registration related matters.

NOTE: AKC's New York offices (area code 212) are open from 8:30 to 4:15 p.m. Eastern time, except Saturdays, Sundays and

holidays. AKC's REGISTRATION INFORMATION office (area code 919) is open from 8:30 a.m. to 6:30 p.m. Eastern time, except

Saturdays, Sundays and holidays. All AKC offices will be closed November 26, November 27, December 24 and December 25, 1992.
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ARKAY LHASA APSOS

SALUTES

CH. EVERGLO KU SU ROM*

(Everglo Marmelade x Everglo Ara)

Our first memories of Ku Su go back to 1984, when he was sent to us by co-owner Carolyn Blondel,
with the hope of completing his American title. To say that Ku Su displayed a mind of his own in the
ring would certainly be an understatement. His first conformation class, he decided to jump off the tablerather than be examined, hanging himself in the process. Fortunately, after that ignominious beginning,Ku Su grew to enjoy the sights and sounds of a dog show, if not the ring itself. He is credited with
having kissed (full in the face) 95% of the 40,000 spectators at the March, 1984, Detroit Kennel Club
show.

In November of that year, Ku Su courted our Am. Can. Ch. Arkay Lai Dieh Jane, ROM. on January 20,
1985, Janie presented us with 7 boys and 2 girls. With no show homes available to us, we were forced
to place all but 3 in family pet homes. The 3 youngsters that we would not part with grew up to becomeMult.BIS/BISS Ch. Arkay Tsuro The Energizer (Ricky), Grp. Placing Am. Can. Ch. Arkay Caramel
Kiss (Kissy) and Am. Ch. Arkay Totally Awesome (Bobby). All finished in 1986, earning Jane her
ROM and giving Ku Su his first 3 champion offspring. In 1986, at age 11/2 yrs., his son the Energizer,won the first of a career 41 Group I's; in 1987, at age 2, the first of 5 All Breed American Best In
Shows, all breeder-owner handled.

Ku Su, Califronia born and bred, decided that Michigan winters were not for him. He followed new co-
owner Winifred Graye southward to Alabama where, at age 10, he is lord of the manor. Used sparingly
at stud, his 4th champion, Ch. Joymarc's Lady in Red, finished in 1988, and his 5th, Ch. Kimberly Do-
Lang Sota Lakota finished in August, 1992.

Our warmest congratulations to Ku Su's breeder, Gloria Fowler, Everglo, who has been a shining beacon
in her dedication to the breed. The Arkay Lhasas style and elegance owes much to our foundation dog,
Grp. Winning Ch. Everglo Arkay Paper Lion (Buster) and Ku Su. We are indebted to you Gloria.
Congratulation also to owners Carolyn Blondel and Winifred Graye. We are equally indebted to Winnie,who bred our foundation bitch, Joymarc's Lai Dieh Kai of Arkay. The producer of 2 champions, Katie'ssoundness of structure laid the foundation for Arkay generations to come. Thank you Winnie for your
dedication in breeding a typey, sound dog.

Ku Su is at stud at Joymarc Lhasas, Birmingham, Alabama, 205-841-5019.

Arkay Lhasa Apsos
Bill & Becki Kraus
4215 Bishop Road

Detroit, Michigan 48224
(313)886-6292

*Pending ALAC recognition



New Members

James D. Blomkuist

304-B Kalama Street
Kailua, HI 96734
808 262-0042
Kennel Name: Rasa Sayang

Marie Ange Bovee
Glenburnie Farm
Rt. 3, Box 340
Trevilians, VA 23093
703 967-2079

Paty Van Gulick
64 Sperling Road
Clifton, NJ 07013
201 473-6893

Bobby Holland, Sr. & Janie Eubanks
191 Plainview Drive, Suite 6
Lawrenceville, GA 30245
404 962-3040

Rex Irwin
R. 1, Box 204
Dale, IN 47523
813 937-4204

L. P. (Phil) La Barge & Jan White

1750 Avohill Drie
Vista, CA 92083
619 727-4723
Kennel Name: Lade11

Barbara Jo Lipsky
5007 Monteith
Spring, TX 77373
713 355-9645

Bernadette Livingston
4114 N. Williams St.
York, PA 17404
717-792-3751

Nobuko Nagaoka
57 Glendale Park
Hammond, IN 46320
219 933-6567

Victoria G. C. Noble
Alex Gonzalez C. Noble
Mortos Grande No. 8
Alhaurin El Grande
29120 Malaga Spain
(34) 5-2594184
Kennel Name: Shiawandi

Harry Tatarchuk
77 Glenmount Pk. rd.
Toronto, Ontario Canada M4E 2Ni
416 690-3303

Laurie Pacheco
P.O. Box 1816 Pahoa
Puna, HI 96778
808 982-5116

.2f4t4
la. all milt, VAC
'MQ/MiVity.

Leslie Patten
621 High Street
Mundelein, IL 60060
708 566-2092

Sue Roberts
16 Shaw Leys
Yeadon, West Yorkshire
England LS197LA
011-44-943-876967

Arthur G. Thacher
3016 Gold Mine Road
Brookeville, MD 20833
301 774-1162

John Thyssen
13303 Moonraker Terrace
Floral City, FL 34436
904 726-6417

Anita Utley
N. 12909 Yale Road
Mead, WA 99021
509 467-0937
Kennel Name: Heavenscent

Carole L. Walsh
302 Lake Street
Nichlasville, KY 40356
606 885-3184

Change to Family Membership:

Carolyn & Michael Milan
11600 Stallion Lane
Holly, MI 48442
313 634-1717
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From the Back cover

Group Winning Ch Knolwood's Josh My Gosh
(Ch Knolwood's Tom Tru Tu X Ch Knolwood's Golden Tassel)

Josh is pictured here taking a Group Placement at the Kennesaw KC show under judge George Payton.

Are we proud of this young special? You bet!

Bred & owned by . . .
Marion Knowlton

Handler
Deedy Pierce

Flash! Josh continues his winning ways taking back to back Group Placements in Florida at the
Seminole and Inverness KC shows!!!

Knolwood Lhasas
Marion Knowlton 12250 King Circle
Telephone: 404-594-9499 Roswell, Georgia 30075

As a result of the devastation brought on by
dogs have been forced to roam the street. In
bred dog breeders have lost their facilities that
number of animals.

Quick action has been taken by the Florida
Clubs and other local dog clubs, as well as the
organize relief and rescue efforts in Miami and

We feed Science Diet

Hurricane Andrew, many
addition, many pure-
housed countless

Association of Kennel
Humane Society, to
surrounding

communities. The Miami Humane Society and the local American Red Cross are also providing

dog owners with dog food and water that has been donated by many national dog food

corn panies.

If you would like to assist in this effort, or if you are in need of assistance, please call the Miami

Humane Society at (305) 696-8551; Diane Albers of the Florida Association of Kennels at (407)

323-8696; Linda Gruskin of the Fort Lauderdale Dog Club at (305) 434-4025; or Carol Cashdon

of the Boca Raton Dog Club at (305) 941-5628.

For further information on other efforts to assist dog owners, or for a list of local shelters and

animal hospitals coordinating relief efforts, please call the AKC emergency hotline at 1-800-AKC-

TELL. •



Group Winning
h Knolwood's Josh My Gosh

The Lhasa Bulletin
SUSAN S GILES
2373 WHEATLAND DRIVE
MANAKIN-SABOT, VA 23103
804-749-4912

address correction requested

Jeanne Sauve
1885 Del!wood Ave
Roseville MN 55113
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